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PROMPT SERVICE!
'Let us print your personal cards,
business forms, envelopes, placards, circulars or programs. WP
have 4 presses and over 200 style3
of type.
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NEED ENGHAVING?

Fulton, Kentucky; Friday December 3, 1948
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Number Forty-Nine

MRS. J. C. FOSTER
ROTARIANS HOSTS
Santa Claus Coming SERVICES
Hiway
Dept.
Blamed
ARE HELD
TO 75 AT ANNUAL
To Fulton Dec. llth
For RR Signal Delay FOOTBALL BANOUEI
Beloved Lady Was
Friend To Needy

Twenty-five members of theThe death of Virgle Butcher- Walnut, Main and State line off 1948 Fulton High school football
son, 45-year old Negro killed at Lake street, Norman street at squad, plus the managers, coachthe Browder Mill railroad cross- the ice plant, Walnut at Kram- es, cheerleader, queen and sponing last week has again focussed er's .and the one on east State sor were all guests of the Fulton
public attention on the long-. line at the Swift plant (at the Botary Club last Tuesday. eveLast Tuesday afternoon a
awaiting project of furnishing last three mentioned, the signal ning at the Rotarians' annual
young man walked into the ofthese crossings with warning de- system needs to be changed). Two football banquet in the salon/
fice and very bashfully asked us
vices.
of these crossings are highways, cafeteria.
if we ever printed poetry. When
Following the meal, Rotary
and fherein the State enters the
Contrary
to
public
belief,
it
is
we replied that we gladly pubPresident Paul Hornbeak turned
the Kentucky Highway Depart- picture.
lished poetry from residents of
the
program over to W. L. HoLment that is holding up the inAccording to Browning, who
the area, provided that it was
stallations, and not the railroad, made a special trip to Chicago land, school superintendent, and
original and made pretty good
the News learned this week in an last February to discuss the mat- Coach Bill Hogg intreduced the
serise (we exclude the braininterview with city ' councilman ter with the railroad's vice-presi- team members to the assemblage.
storms that we have for this colErl Sinsing, native Fultoniare Bill Browning, who has handled dent and chief engineer, the I.C.
umn off and on) he' pulled out
all of the go-between details for is willing to recommend the ex- who left the Daily Leader as edia
well-weathered pocketbook
the past year.
penditure of $19,490„ as its shars, tor this Fall to accept a position
and extracted a couple of short
There are six crossings involv- provided the Kentucky Depart- in the public relatiens departpoems for us to put in the paper
ed in the current negotiations: ment of highways will spend $6,- ment of Murray State college at
yhien we had room. It was ap858 on those crossings with which Murray then introduced the prinparent from the creased and
cipal speak& of the evening,
it is involved.
soiled condition of the paper that
Jury Finds Lynville"
The Department of highways Coach Fred Faurot of MSC.
lie had carried them for some
In his talk, Faurot emphasized
was thereupon written, and sent
eine, perhaps too self-conscious
Youth Guilty of Murder
an engineer here to survey the not only that a fighting, driving,
to ask for publication before
•
Ralph West, 19-year-old Lyncrossings. That is the last that clean game was necessary to win,
now.
ville youth, charged with the
has been heard from the depart- but also that a football p:ayer
Anyhow. they offer some wellDr.
E.
Stanley'
Jones,
Methodist ment.
must not let his fondness for the
murder of Pete Holmes on Dec.
worded and pleasant messages
missionary
to
China
and
world22. 1_946. was found guilty late
Following last week's death, game sidetrack the necessity of
send when you see "April Sunrenowned
evangelist,
will
be
in
afternoon
by a
Wednesday
the railroad representatives were maintaining high
grades
in
sets" and "Twilight" by RanJackson, Tenn, the week of De- on the scene the following school. He pointed out that art
Graves Circuit Court Jury and
dall L. Cashon of Route 4, Marcember
12-17
to
conduct
a
"reyears
in
the
sentenced to seven
morning. When questioned about intelligent approach to schooltin, you'll now know from,
With the opening game of the penitentiary. The jury delibertreat" for ministers of all de- plans for warning devices at work and football plays go hand.
whence they come.
season only a week away, Coach ated about an hour before returnnominations.
that time, their only answer was in hand, and concentration on
Bill Hogg reports "good prosHis appearance is being spon- "Is the State going to do any- both prepares the athlete for
verdict.
Absent - minded - professor -of- pects" for his 1948 basketball ing
sored by the Methodist, Cumber- thing?"
sti,acess both in college and in
Testimony in the trial was
the-week: W. L. Holland, in op- squad at Fulton High school.
the business world.
land Presbyterian, Presbyterian
completed Wednesday morning
ening the program at last TuesThe optimism stems from the
and Christian churches of Jackthe final arguments by the
Following the well-received
- day's Rotary Club banquet for fact that the squad will contain and
son, and the Department of
defense and proaecution began
address, the audience removed
the Fultor. Hi football team eight returning veterans of last
EvangelisM of the Federal Counp.m. The jury got the case
to the gym and saw a full-lsngth
started off with: 'Mr. President, year, plus an equal number of at 1
cil, Churches of Christ.
shortly after 3 p.m. and returned
film account of the Murray-Larmembers and guests of the Lions promising, hustling newcomers,
Sessions are to be Monday,
the verdict an hour later.
ansville game. The contest play..
Club"
Hogg advises.
Tuesday, and Wednesday morned this fall, praduced a 9-7 win
John
Watts,
32,
Fulton
Cottnty
ings at 10:30 and Monday and
'Sea-son Ticket Sale
for Murray amid a number of
When they yell '"Yeah Man"
Tuesday afternoons
at 2:ZO. agent since April, 1946, Mon- near-riots by the fans.
A drive for the sale of
iut at Fulton Hi basketball
Preachers of all denominations day night was named one of
season basketball tickets to
Other out-of-town guests begames this season there will
county
are invited and urged to come. Kentucky's four top
sides Faurot and Sensing includthe Fulton
High
scho
probably mean just what they
Dr. Jones will speak at great agents for 1948.
ed
games
Billy Mac Bone, native Futis
no
v
underway.
say. Snooky Mann and Don
Mr. Watts was honored at the
mass meetings each night, Suntonian and freshman standout
Season tickets good for all
Mann, guards, will be suppleWith only a few days to go Dr. Bard Reported
day through Friday at 7:30 in annual meeting of the National
on this year's Murray squad (he
eleven home games are bemented by Leon Mann at foruntil the winners of the S5.000
the Jackson High School Au- Association of County Agents in
Slightly Improved
ing sold for $4, enabling
ward and Coach Bill Hogg tells
in premiums is decided local catChicago. He is credited with de- is the only freshman member
ditorium; the public is invited.
to make ,the trip to the forthfans to save SI.50 on the
tle are being given last minute , Condltion of Dr. Robert Bard,
us that all three will probably
Thousands of the educated veloping the ladino clover busiper-game admission price of
irt
be in at the same time in some
grooming for the Third Annual popular and
prominent local classes have heard him in India, ness in Fulton county into a $1,- coming "Tangerine Bowl"
Florida on New Years' day), and
50c. In other words, buy a
Bourbon Beef Show. The show is j dentist is slightly improved, the Japan,
games. The three are known to
rea, Burma, China and 000,000 seed enterprise.
season ticket and see three
scheduled for Thursday and Fri- News learned at press time on in
teammates as "A" Mann, "D"
Mr. W,atts was born in Wood- Ken Evitt, this year's captain of
Mal ya. Recently South
games free.
.
day. Dec, 9th and 10th at the , Thursday. Dr. Bard became sud- Americans throned a series of ford county arid has been with the Murray squad.,
Mann and "L" Mann.
Veteran* from lag year in- Bourhon Stock ,Yards in Louis- denly id mote these..1 week ago meetings which he held in their the Agricuttural Extension Eterv •
Slides those deentioned
Thejggie' Warne goal-scoring
i lie. WM -no Meibt go: A. Mann- clude
ice of the University of Kentucky hove:the banquet aitandance Mand was taken to ,Momphis un- principal cities.
"Snooky" Mann
and ville.
auled the following;,.
D. Mitrin-L Marin. Amen.
Upholding the cattle industry der advise of his physician where
Johnny Hyland, guards: Dan
Dr. Jones began his work as a since 1938. His first job was asFulton Bulldogs: 1311/Y Brows"
Collins. Jerry Forrest. Billy in our area will be: S. J. Reed he was put under the care of, missionary in 1907 when the sistant agent in Carlisle county.
nig, Jerry Forrest, Billy McCulspecialists.
In the sports world, the open- Browning, Burns Davis and Leon and Son, Fulton with 4 head.
Methodist Episcopal church com- He left Carlisle for an assistant's
The News joins his legion of missioned him 2S pastor of the , post in Union then returned to km, Tommy Copeland, George
ing contest of the season i3 gen- Mann, forwards; and Ted GoodMore than 70 carload of 15
as Easley, Joe James, Jack Thorpe,
head each will participate in friends in wishing hirn a speedy English Church in the city of Carlisle in October, 1938,
erally supposed to be a breath- win. center.
Luke Jones, Otha Linton, Jina
er .
one in which you can
Newcomers, some of whom may this year's show. Single entries recovery.
Lucknow, India, For ten years agent. He remained in Carlisle
Hodge, Charles Shupe, Walter
check your offense, defense and gain starting berths on the squad and groupe of five bring the
he served in various capacities until transferred to Fulton.
Mr. Watts has developed an Mischke, Dan Collins, Alex Nateam-work to get a few of the include Jerry Johnson and Billy , grand total to over 1300 head.
in the Missionary work there.
outstanding pasture program in te], Glen Roberts, Dee Louis
wrinkles ironed out. Noting that Gregory, centers; Ed Gordon, ! All cattle in the show are fatThirteen books from the pen Fulton county. He also has
been Polsgrove, Johnny Highland, Lethe Fulton high school has sche- Kenneth Tyner, Jessie Walker, ' tened on balanced rations conof Dr. Jones, beginning with his active in development of the pe- on Mann, Don Mann, Hubert
duled its first game this s•ear a- Walter Mischke and Don Mann, taining either distillers dried
famous "The Christ of the In- can industry.
Stone, Aubrey Glasco, Billy Holgainst Fulghana, we are now guards: and George Ed Easley grains or solubles which makes
dian Road" have not only been
land, Billy Wilson, Bobby Buckwondering which side will use it and Billy McCollum, forwards. them eligible to show and sell as
1
d
fortranslated in over twenty
ingham and Bruce Frazier.
The game next Friday will "Bourbon Beef."
as a warin-up. Last Tuesday Fulclared there is no basis for _re. eign languages.
Managers: James Hibbs and
gham. not only warmed up, but match the Bulldogs against Ful- ,
Major premiums which may ports that he about to fill a vac- rsellers in Amesiea and ExigJimmy Hancock,
STEAMED up, wore out the- net- gharn at the Carr gym. In its be won by local entries are anca in the United States Sen- land—but they have also been
Coaches: Hogg and Phipps;
ting against Western 100-12 . . . game against Western last Tues- $1,000 to be given the Grand ate ,
Cheer Leader: Jean Holland;
- one of the.highest scores in bas- day, Fulgham ran up a score of Champion and another S1.000
Stating he has been bombardQueen, Norma Jane Willey;
ketball history. (Note to Ful- 100-12.
for the Champion Carload. The i ed with telephone calls since Pitchford Named To
Kentucky Utilities Company Sponsors, Mary Royster; PrinciThe complete season schdeule: Reserve Grand Champlain and Senator Barkles- became Viceghain: the Fulton scoreboard
announced
today
that it had pal Hubert Jaco.
Dec. 10 (F) Fulgham.
can't count above 99).
eS cond Prize Carload each re- Presiderit-elect, the Governor is- County Banking Post
"agreed to sell" its ice plants in
Rotarians included: Gordon
,
Dec 15 (T) Casey
ceived $500 while there are 43 sued a statement saying:
Under the Kentucky Bankers 10 Kentucky cities to the West- Baird, Gus Bard, Joe Browder.
Dec.
17
(F)
Union
City
is
Money
prizes.
Premium
other
Add notes on the Rotary foot"There is no vacancy now and
ern Ice Service Company, Kan- Leon Browder, Glynn Bushara,
given by the Kentucky Distillers I do not anticipate there will be Association's expanded agriculball banquet: The soft, lovely Dec. 21 (T) South Fulton .
sas City, Mo. Transfer of the Joe Davis, John Earle, Ernest
Association to promote Ken- a Senate vacancy before next tural program R. H. Pitchford, properties
candle-light setting that greeted Jan. 4 (T) At Murray
is expected to take Fall Sr., Tom Franklin, Happy
Vice-Ppesident of the Fulton
tucky's livestock industry. Only January 20 at the earliest."
incoming guests was rather hasti- Jan. 7 (F) Mayfield
Bank here has been appointed place within the next few weeks, Hogan, Paul Hornbeak. Arch
Kentucky cattlemen may enter
ly abandoned as Ftotarians first Jan. 11 (T) Arlington
"Under our statute, it will be the Association's Cpunty Agri- KU President ft. M. Watt said. Huddleston, Jr., Theodore ICraitsin this the ridbest fat cattle the duty of the Chief Executive
donned glasses, then yelled for Jan. 14 (F) At South Fulton.
Included in the sale is the Old dm Ira Little, Rube McKnight.
show in the south and the third to fill the vacancy by appoint- cultural Chairman 'for Fulton
more light when they were un- Jan. 21 (F) Hickman
Dominion Ice Company, Nortea, Fred Sawyer, Leek Weeks,
county.
richest in the nation.
able to find placecards with their Jan, 25 (T) Blandville
rnent. Since this statute was enHis appointment is announced Va.a a Alf subsidiary The *ales paul Westpheling, Bob. White,
Jan. 28 (F) At Mayfield
Packer beyers fromhicago, acted, no sKentucky Governor
name.
Jan. 29 (S) Fulton Co. Tourney. New York, Clevelancrand other has delayeevery long filling any by George ,S., Hart of Murray, agreement covers ice plants, Clyde Williams Sr., Clyde WilKentucky equipment, and rolling stiek in liams, Jr., Dr. J. P. Williams,
President of the
Feb. I (T) Murray
large centers will be..,:p_n hand to senatorial vAancy."
Although most members of the
Bankers Association, and will the following Kentucky towns: E. E. Williamson, Clyde Hill Jr.
Feb. 4 (F) Clinton
bid in tlse "Bourbon Ileeves" 41
Senator Barkley will be sworn run through October 1949.
audience didn't know it, there
Lexington, Maysville, Carrollton, and C. M. Townes.
Feb. 5 (S) At Hickman
of which vvill be sold after the in as Vice-President tie January
must have been quite a twinge
Guests incleded Bill BrowsAs County Agricultural Chair- Central City, Madisonville, Mt.
Feb. 8 (T) At Union City
show.
20. Until then, he can continue man, Mr. Pitchford will assist Sterling, Lebanon, Middlesboro, ing and Lee Williams.
of sadness that passed through
Feb. 11 (F) At Wingo
to serve as senator.
Murray Coach Fred Faurot as he
the banks of Fulton County in Somerset, and Winchester.
Feb. 15 (T) Brewers
Friends of the Governor say he planning and arranging their
reminisced on his earlier clays in
Mr. Watt also announced that NO ROSE-COLORED GLASSES
Feb. la (F) Wingo
1948
Christmas
Seal
has not started a single discus- narticipation in meetings with the new company has agreed to
the game during his talk last
No need for rose-colored glassFeb. 22 (T) At Clinton
sion with anyone concerning the
Tuesday evening.
Drive Starts Monday
agricultural-leaders and farrneas recognize employee seniority, es in the Herschel Kimble famFeb. 25 (F) At Cayce
filling of the upcoming vacancy. Throughout the coming
Fred comes from a famous
and to. continue KU's sick bene- ily today. Everything is les
.year.
The 1948 Christmas Seal drive They also are sure Clements will
footlsall family back in Missouri
fit plan, including employees' ac- nachelly' rosy for the popular
consult
with
Barkley,
who
is
in Fulton begins next Monday
one of four brothers who
crued benefits.
young couple who ; :e the parmorning at 9: a.m. under the now at his home near Paducah,
made great names for themselves
ents of a seven-pour.-1, 14 ounce
Triplets
More
For
$16
before
namirig
the
senator's
sucsponsorship
of
the
Fulton
Junior
in their playing years. One, howboy born to them
the Haws.
Route Three Resident
Woman's Club, assisted by the cessor.
Is In From Union City
ever, was lost to them in the
Hospital Thursday r - orning.
A visitor who saw Clements
Young Men's Business Club.
war, and another killed in an
Arrives In Far East
At age 20-minutcs, Herschel
Five donations totaling $16
The entire amount of funds recently said he understood aauto accident last year. That
Nancy Jones, sophomore at the
was showing off his fine son to
acknowledged this week
Pvt. Thomas J. Wild of ft,
..ute hospital patients and staff with
leaves only Fred at Murray and South Fulton high school, was collected from the sale of seals bout 45 persons have been rec- are
City, as the drive 3 Fulton, arrived in Japan in
Don, who has made a great name chosen the winner of the school goes to local and national tu- ommended to the Governor aa from Union
that gleam in his eyes that only
family continues October 1948, and has been asfor himself at the University of competition for representation berculosis campaigns, and the candidates for the appointment. for the neerly
a proud father can have. The
spurring
of
persistent
the
under
signed to the 21st Ordinance Kimbles have another
in the national radio contest. public is urged to support the Of the 45 candidates, 15 reportMissouri.
child.
Medium Maintenance Company, Brenda, age 15-months.
edly asked the Governor person- Mrs. Butts and Mrs. Jolley.
Miss Jones' victory came after project generously.
standing
now
total
the
With
in Toyko, Japan, home of Headally for the appointment and 30
We'll bet Billy Mac Bone her fiveeminute talk on "I Speak
were recpmmended by go-be- ever $800, it is hoped that the quarters I Corps.
wouldn't have traded a million for Democracy" was recorded at
buy
a
SPORTSMENS' MEETING
$200
needed
to
additional
tween.s, the visitor said, adding
The 21st Ordnance Company is
dollars for the chance to come station WENK at Union City
house for the Lewis family will
units
back home and sit with his last- last Wednesday.
Every sportsman and farmer that the count is about a week be soon realized from generous- one of the many ordnance
old.
—C.A.
in Japan vvhose duties include
year's teammates . . . and don't
in
Fulton
county
who
is
interThe recording of Miss Jones
citizens during the auto maintenance,
hearted
carpentry,
know of anything that could in- will be sent to the State com- ested in hunting and fishing,
BULLDOGS ELECT HODGE Christmas season.
electrical repair, care and mainspire them more than to know petition in Knoxville; should it whether actively, or because his
Reported this week from Un- tenance of all types of weapons.
's that Christmas shopping
that one of the old gang is real- triumph there, it will be entered farm might be sheltering game, . Jim Hodge, three-letter senior
ion City:
and repair of presicion instrn- list giving you iborries? Forget
ly going places.
is extended,rin invitation to a big on the Fulton high school foot! The Wrather Class of the
in the national finials
rear shopnine the easy
ments such as telescopee, field 'eni,
The four other South Fulton steak supper at the Rainbow ball squad was elected captain First Methodist Church
10.00 glasses, range finders etc.
way. Send a year's subscription
During the past two weeks students whose recordings were room on Lake street next Wed- of the 1948 team by his mates Intermediate Class of the
ta
the F-ltoh Connty News. In
Pvt. Wild entered the Arn-ae
while the wife and baby were in made in the competition were nesday
night (December 8), last Tuesday evening.
2.00
First Methodist Church
in February 194a at Fort Knox Fulton County and within a
the hospital, (and expected back Wesley Burcham and Mary Ann states Huntar Whitesell, presiThe election follovved the an- Willhawks Garage
1.00 and after receiving his infantaV twenty-mile area s-ou may get
each day), ye scribe has fought Babb. seniors, end Bill Cashon dent of the Fulton County Sports- nual Rotarians' football banquet nautist Church
2.00 basic training he was sent . to this ines:nensive gift for $2.00.
stubbeen battle at home . . . ansl Betty Jo Stoker. juniors.
man's Club.
at the school cafeteria.
1.00
R. K. Lowry, Rt. 3 Fulton
Japan in 'September 1948. Prior Outside of this area it is $2.50 a
with the milkman. For the first
The club expects to provide a
Leon Mann. another three-letThe local coMpetition
was
to entering the service, he at- year.
three days, each bottle was quiet- sponsored by the South Fulton program of interest to All at this tea senior, was elected alternate
We will send an attractive glft
school. ,
ly. placed in the icebox before Booster Club and was supervised meeting. The meal will be served captain. Other nominations in- - Tomorrow will be a better day tareled Fulton High
card. Just a call and your shopsuddenly'
, it dawned that some- by Mrs. Agnes Newton, English at 7:45 p.m. and plate charge will cluded Aubres- Glasco and John- if you begin this morning to im- I- His mother, Mrs. Lottie B. pidg is ever.
Bruce resides on Route 3.
prove it.
ny Hyland.
(Continue on page five)
department head at the school. be $1.35, Whitesell announced.
Santa Claus is on the wAy!
The arrival of jolly old St.
Nick on the streets of downtown
Fulton is scheduled for 2:30 p.m.
Saturday, Deceniber 1 lth . and
all the children in walking, driving, bicycling and trucking distance are invited to town to help
welcome him.
Santa will have plenty of candy and goodies for everybody,
and if his .aorival is greeted
with as much enthusiasm as it
vas last year,' it will be a big,
happy afternoon for downtown
Fulton.
Although his exact method of
entry into the city is not yet definitely arranged, he might come
either by airplane, landing in
the middle of Lake street, or he
might arrive on the City of New
Orleans "North Pole Express" as
he did last year, and be escorted

downtown on the city fire truck
to the accoinpaniment of the
band. (Watch next week's papers for final details).
In any event, it will be a big
afternoon for the kiddies, and
all mothers and fathers who
can possibly make the trip in
will be well repaid by the excitement and happiness brought
to their little ones.
In addition to December 11,
Santa will also be on downtown
streets the following Saturdays,
December 18 and Friday, Dece.mber 24th.
The arrival and appearances of
Santa are sponsored by the Fulton Young's Men's Business Club.

BASKETBALL SQUAD
GOOD, HOGG SAYS

REEDS GROOM BEEF
°I fOR BOURBON SHOW

It was with a feeling of great
sadness that all of us at the News
office learned of the death of
Mrs. J. C. Foster. former correspondent for this paper on
Route 3, who died at the home
of her daughter in Wyandotte,
Mich., last Sunday.
Mrs. Foster was one of those
people who loved life just for
the living. Her great joy came
from doing things for others and
caring for those she loved. When
her husband, the late J C. Foster passed away last year, the
News editors drove out to her
home to offer condolences. They
Elia not find her thera for she
had'gone to the home of a neighbor to help in their distress. At
that time there was untnld sadness in her heart, but she would
not let her personal feelings interfere when she felt tha. she
Was needed.
She was a fine and bountiful
laas and. the NCIA'S
MiSS her
aieatly.
Her body arrived in Fulton
on Tuesday afternoon aad was
tilien to the home of hsr sister,
Ma.: Fred Bennett on Rebte One.
The deceased is survived be
her daughter, Mrs. Herschel
Sisk of Wyandotte, with whom
she made her home after the
death of her husband; one sister,
Mrs. Fred Bennett of Route One;
two brothers, J. S. Morris of St.
Louis .and F. W. Morris of Wardell. Mo.. and two grancichildren
of Wyandotte.
Funeral services were held
Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 at
Old Bethel Primitive Church.
Jackson Brothers Funeral Home
of Dukedom were in charge.

NOTED EVANGELIST
COMING TO JACKSON

JOHN WATTS GETS
STATEWIDE HONORS

CLEMENTS MUM ON
SENATORIAL CHOICE

KU OFF ICE; TO
SELL PLANTS

NANCY JONES WINS
RADIO COMPETITION

IS

leas
NM)

CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING!

z
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THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. Paul and Johanna M. WeStPhelill2
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This
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EDITORS and PUBLISHERS
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY

Grace Noll Crowell

Notices and Political Cards
OBITUARIES, Card of Thanks, Business
'
advertising department.
eharged at the rates specified by
----Elseyear.
a
$2.00
Fulton
of
miles
Subscription rates radius of 20
where $2.50 a year.
1933 at the post office at
Entered as second class matter June 23, 3, 1879.
March
of
act
the
under
Kentucky,
Fulton,
heart young like
There is . . . nothing that keeps the
to some
sympathy, like giving oneself with enthusiasm
worthy thing or cause.—Anonymous.

a gift of
Be it ever so humble, there is nothing like
of
merchant
a
from'
good quality, bought for a fair priee
quality
fine
associate
people
many
good reputation. A great
someonly with large cities, and believe that in order -to get
miles to
thing "extra speciar' they have to drive Miles and
a big city and wade through endless arowds of shoppers.
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ODAY on the road I met Him:
The very same Jesus alto trod
The old,old lanes and the highways
On His beautiful errands for God.
I was troubled and hearosick and weary
With a load too heavy to bear;
I cried aloud in my weakeess
Arid suddenly He was them,

Fulton Is A Good Place To Trade
right on
NoW that the Christmas shopping season is
to buy
what
lists,
gift
to
turning
us, the thoughts of all ai•e
,
a
it.
buy
to
and where

Mayfield.
William Henson returned home.
Thursday morning from Chicago
where he went to vcorkt but became ill. AS seon as he is able 112
will return to his work there.. •
Ceingratulations to Mr. __and
Mrs. ' Hillman Collier on the
z tarth of their little daughter.
Friends and relatives attend:
ed the funeral of Tommiat Stokes
Hornbeaks Wednesday of last
week. Burial was at Palestine.
Me Stokes was killed in a plane
crash near Jackson, Miss., on
alonday. He was the son-in-law
of Ale and Airs. C. B. Caldwell,
West State Line
Dallie McClendon of
Mrs.
Hickman spent the weekend with
her daughter and fan-dly, Mr. and
Mrs. Bud Fulcher.
airs. Jessie Carlton and chit. dren of Trenton, Tenn., are
spending this week with her
parents, Mr. and Airs. Julius Fulcher.
Airs. Julia Moore spent the
I v..eekend with her son and fami-ly, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore on
the Middle Road.
' Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Roberson
of Clayton spent Sunday with
her parents, air. and Airs. Leon
Moore. '
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His gentle hand on my shoulder
Was hfting the burden from rne,
And He dried my tears, and I knew Him,
lc was Jesus of Galilee.
No different at all from the Maffei
On the Jericho road that day,
No different at all from the Saviour
Along the Samaria way,
And I arn so glad that I met Him!
I {me!. and I called out His name,
And I am so grateful I found Him
Unchanged and forever the same-a

Tema.. after t h e
Glisson and girls ate dinner Nashville,
v.ith parents, Air. and Mrs. Bur- Thanasgivine holidays with her
nice Glisson, Thanksgiving. An
attlass alie. Ruth Scott.
enjoyed the nice dinner and als
nee.
Glisson's
dee beauty ef Airs.
clectrie
--Mr; and Airs. Edd Mount were
the (linnet. guests of Me ail
Msg. Orhy Bushatt for Thana giving.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Lytle
left for their home in Detria!
Saturday after several days .vi,-at
with parents and relatives her
Several were at the Ilapti
hea
chureh Sunday night to
Bro. Jakie, the converted Ji-t,
deliver. a message.

Personals
Joe Stephens, a student of the
University of Kentucky, spent
the weekend with his parents,'
Mr. and Airs. C. A. Stephens on
the Mayfield Highway.
Jimmy James, a student of
the
spent
college
Murray
Thanksgiving holidays with his
parents, Air. and Mrs. Guy
J a mes.

Enjoy good radio reception these cold wintry evenings of the
next three months. Let
our expert service department replace faulty parts and ^restore
your set to first-lass
condition.
Prompt attention!
PHONE 4-0 1

CITY
Electric Co.

Miss Joan McCollum of Bethel
.College, Hopkinsville spent the
Thanksgiving holidays with her
A nice fish supper was enjoy- mother, Mrs Edra Earl McColed at the hurne of Clarence lum.
French Saturday night. It was
given by Air. and Airs. French
MisS PcggY .Scott has returned
portation costs.
and M:-. and Airs. Lovd Roberts. to Art anti Adv.•rtising school in '
Those present vvere Mr. and Mrs.
We submit that the merchants of Fulton carry the
Calven Webb, Mr. and Mrs. Btu accessories,
clothing,
cream of the nationally-advertised
ever think how nice Glisson. Mrs. Voghume, Mr.
you
did
ladies
and chil-,
furniture, perfumes, jewelry, cosmetics, etc., that the leadnice it is not to have a boss over and Mrs. Neal Bushart
Mrs. Verde]] Glisdu to tell you, you had to have dren, Mr. and
ing stores throughout the nation are displaying for the
Fulton, Hentuck•
Carr and Third Streets
:hat room cleaned up in 10 or. son and girls.
Christmas season, and that gift buying can be pleasantly
air. and Airs. Tommy Yates
15 minutes or "cio it over it
and happily accomplished with our own local merchants,
SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
doesn't look to suit me." etc. No. and girls visited Mr. and Mrs.
you haven't. Do' you stand out in Clarence French Saturday night.
who are your friends and neighbors.
PHONE 7
By Alice Clisrk
the cold and clean iso :he rooms•
A nice crowd attended the Piltrimrti-o-ate++.4.44.+4-'04-:-4-1-1.4•44
or cook dinner? No, but your hus- ot Oak Baptist church Saturday
OELPEL
%V A LTER
PAUL HORNBEAK
When you decide to go shopping to round out your
the night for the gospel program by
band has to stay oet in
Licensed Funeral
(Left out last week)
Licettsed Fun r ra I
gift list, spend a few hours around downtown Fulton. If
his
his
in
on
is
things
fix
and
Twigg
Embalmer
and
QuarVictory
Director
and
weather
Ruth Byrse
Director and Embalmer
Caller Perter
your favorite store can't satisfy you, try some of the others.
vacation which he is spending work, did it ever occur to you tette from WTPR Paris. Tenn.
MKS. J. C. TATES
wives that your husband gets
Lady Assistant
hunting.
Mr and Mrs. Wayne Menton
Fulton is a good place to shop. The stuff is here.
just as tired of his work as you and 'daughter of Mayfield. Mr.
Funeral Home
Contract
When we pumped our water, do. Did it ever occur to you that and Mrs. Lois Kelton arid son,
for
drove a sleigh, fired the kitchen he would like to go back to bed Mr. and Airs. Elbert Webb and
KENTUCKY F'UNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
stove vsith wood and burned , of a morning and sleep awhile To:n Work were guests of Mr.
kerosene in our lamps. we fared too^ So just remember that ev- and Mrs. Calven Webb Thanxswell enough even during the eryone's job gets old at times giving.
SZ 'YAM(AC AL ACSY AC AC
Aar AC
if an even if its just picking up chips. Mr. and Airs Chester Owen and
V."-TSt snov: storms. Today
fi
' etric cable snaps we're helpTHE WASHINGTON NEWS
daughters, Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Miss Kay Cherry and Miss McClaine. June and Gerald visless.
Beverly Cursey attended the ited .1VIr and Mrs. Loyd Roberts
Fireman Harry E. Jones and Skating Vanities in Memphis.
Sunday.
(
H. McDaniel. Pharrnacict: Ounce
V
wife have gone to Centralia, III.,
Mr. and Mrs. James Wade and
Mr. and airs. Elbert Webb left V
Phonr 70. 428
408 Lake Street
Thanksgiving.
to spend
children, Jimmy and Paul. have for their job
in Chattanooga,
be eligible for support. Brannan
Farms Objectives
Tenn.,
Tenn., for three months.
Jean Hyland is in Birmingham returned from Jackson.
Allan Kline, AFBE''President. also declared that he intends to visiting friends and relatives.
after a visit with relatives there.
Mr_ and Mrs Neal Bushart and
in
last week called upon organized ask Congress for legislation by
are
children and Mr. and Airs. VerA.T. Carter and wife
farmers to continue their efforts means of which production ad- Paducah.
WEST STATE LINE
-toward a sound farm program, justment may be encouraged
Mrs. G. A. Thamas.and daughMrs. Edgar Grissom
operating within a stable, high- rather than simply allowing for ter, Betty, spent Wednesday in
111
dropping price support from un- Paducah shopping.
,production economy.
A large crottd attended the
"The elektion did not autogna- de'r a specific crop.
left Thanksgiving service at the
McKenzie
Patty
Miss
is1ically settle farm and other
Rural Roads
Thursday morning for Jackson, State Line Mission Thursday
-rues," he warned in a speech
'Me need for better rural where she will remain ungil night, Rev. Earl Baird of Cayce
Farm
before the Massachusetts
roads should be placed on 'must' Sunday night visiting with rel- brought a fine message.
EFFICIENT
Bureau November 14. "Farmers list of legislative topics when
PROMPT and
atives and friends.
Grissom
Edgar
and
Mrs.
Mr.
rethan
rather
,
.
should intensify.
Congress reconvenes in January
cOURTEMIS SERVICE
spent the holiday with her parlax their efforts to secure ade- H. Willis Tobler of AFBrs
World. problems are secondary ents. Ain and Mrs. W. M. Weatha
in
declared
quate farm legislation."
Washington office
to national problems and na- erford, near Springhill.
Mr. Kline asserted that farm- speech before the Florida Farm
tional problems are secondary to
Miss Myrtle Fulcher spent a
risers should work together to- Bureau last week.
personal problems
few days last vseek with her sisJEWELER
ward the following goals: (1)
"Today, after more than 30
than
faster
travels
news
Bad
ter. Mrs. John Mooney, Mr.
FULTON, Kt
%LAIN ST.
a more stable general price lev- years of federal assistance, apto
known
be
to
seems
and
in
Jr.,
light
Mooney and son, John,
el: (2) a farm program including proximately 50 percent of our
concern
not
does
who
mit
those
adequate price support and soil rural road mileage remains un•
-.',ix •
consevation provisions; and (3) surfaced, of which about one- even befcre you know it.
decentralized administration of half is described as primitive and
I had a lady to visit the office
government programs.
unimproved," Tobled said.
the other day. She had come out
goal is especially
The first
Adequate roads are absolutely
-important to farmers. he em- necessary to the smooth opera- to see her husband, and she was
adding: "High and tion of production and market- telling me how old the duties of
phasized
a houee wife were, she said its
stable costs, and falling prices, .ing programs, he added.
11114
the same old thing day in and
which come with deflation, mean
Veto power of the federal gov- day out, three meals a day, clean
auin to farmers."
erment over standards and spec- house, it sure does get old. While
He called for a joint Houseifications of rural roads was list—
Senate committee and a comed by Tobler as one of major obmission of qualified people to
of
to highway improvement. ranging from 60 to 90 percent
study monetary- and fiscal pal- stacles
favors greater local pante on basic commodities as
AiPer
SI 250
acy,
control over these major stand- supplies are larger or smalled
Pointing out that agriculture
than normal. Suptaorts would
Tobsaid
and
specificat:ons,
ards
oontinues to produce when other
Sparkling color choice with
le. emphasizing that during the range from zero to 90 percent
Regulai Size or thr
groups maintain prices and cut
richly chased gold-filled caps.
last
Congress, AFBF sought leg- fo non-basics with special provisirim. tlim. Demi•
production, Mr Kline said that
It
wool
and
potatoes.
for
ions
Pen, $17.50; Pencil, $6.00:
Size. Titsl. the
islation whereby kates and locthe farm program "should inuorld..mota wanted
Stratowriter. $12.50. Sold singal political subdivisions would also bases parity price relationvolve a whole set of measures.
commodities
farm
ships
among
gilt thii• Chritdma,
in
Threesome
or
ly
complete.
them.
determine
a-farmers
protect
designed to
rich. leather-grained presenwas reluct- on a 10-year moving average
last
Congress
The
bankruptcy."
gainst
*4'
tation case, $36 plus fed. tax.
until formula.
He cited the agricultural edu- ant to change the law
——
can be obcation system as a good example "more exhaustive data
ed decent ralization, and credited tained concerning these probis
it with helping to increase pro- lems." Tobler concluded: "It
up to us to make certain that
aductivity of agriculture.
Farmers should also help de- the next Congress obtains this
s-*A;n.
etttak.
data."
velop sound solutions to problems of international trade, Mr. Aiken On Supports
IT'S MAE TO PEP-UP YOUR CAR
of
Cbngressional advocates
Kline said.
permanent, flexible farm supSpud Supporta Cut
WINTER DRIVING
FOR
their
Secretary of Agriculture Bran- ports are unlimbering
in
heavy
artillery
preparation
onea
nan last week announced
third cut in potato price sup- for a hot battle over support
ports, together with 1949 goals levels next session.
Last week, Senator Aiken (R.,
designed to effect a substantial
Vt.) author of the long-range
reduction in acreage.
Next year, potatoes will be price bill, asserted that any atWinter!
Don't let your car "hltiernate" on you chip
supported at 60 percent of pari- tempt to enact perrnanent farm
Get smooth, peppy performance by having our experts
ty instead of at the present lev- supports at 90 percent of parity
services—soon!
-tune-up"
perform these essential
el crf 90 percent. Tres change is will not get very far in the next
Clean and regap spark plugs; clean
legislation Congress.
permissable under
ignition wires, dikributor cap, coil
He declared in Na'ashington
passed by the 80th Congress.
terminal, air cleaner, crankcase ventiNational acreage target for that lasting high supports might
lator, fuel pump bowl; inspect and
over-production.
next year is 1,938,300—about 18 well lead to
That Well-Heeled
space distributor points; lubricate
farm
thus
the
entire
jeopardizing
percent below this year's goal.
•ccelerator linkage and distributor;
Look
had
expressMr
Aiken
program.
outOffic'k.ls are aiming at an
set timing and engine idle. Mrs careful
P.10.1114C SIXFS
same thought to the IlEsteeshoda notices your heels
put of 350,00C,000 bushels of '
AND E
tests of compression, electrical system
SCgrooming
linois
Association
Agrieulural
your
judges
and
Production
year.
potatoes next
MATERIAL Ern A
and carburetion!
proaent
a
few
only
days
before.
to
It's
easy
cordinttly,
to
431,000,about
arecitint
will
His statement was made shorta cord appearance WRIGHT
000 in 1948.
BROS. "lips" heels inexpenBrannan announcedt "I have ly atter the new chairmen of
sively . sturdily.
been extremely reluctant to ap- Agriralture Committee in both
FISO slso
STREET' TOILET WATER
prove the lowering of potato houses, Senator Thomas (D.,
supports. This calinot be mgard- Okla.) rnd Representative CoolOND STREET' TALC
lc°
. or as the at- ey (D.. N.C.) had been widely
ed es a prveeden,
Fulton
St.
Folirth
titude of Ms Department in es- quoted as favoring permanent
120ND STREET' DUSTING POWDER .
1
Shoe Repair Service
feN el o' supports un- supports on basic crops at a rig- ,
id 90 percent level.
P•Pflil FOPS 10
^13 ( ommercial Ave.
der our new Icgh-latlori."
The Aiken measure, suoPorted
Individu.11 geewers r•.ust stay
Fulton
7.11:4001,18Pitlit:.V.ISSAM7411110VVIIC,S). r$301PARSM WO Yrs V7157,sntsItttrafIll
EFL ..ty:771121/2/1301/162
witl in acreage goals it. 1949 to by AFRF, provides supports
Nothing could be fUrther from the truth. Unless one
to spend lots of money for high-priced "exclusprepared
is
ives," be will probably wind up bringing back the same
thing that he could have bought right at home, less trans-
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205 Commercial Ave.

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
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CITY DRUG COMPANY
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Pontiac

WRIGHT BROS,

Now -2 Sizes!

Parker "51"

SHEAFFEK5

'Diagnosis

BURKS PONTIAC'CO.
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env., after t h e
holideys with her
Ruth Scott.
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PILOT OAK

IRAD BUSHART

Mrs, Neal Bushart, Mrs. Elbert Webb, Mrs Calven Webb
vvere shopping in Mayfield Mon
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Bushart
and children visited Mr. and NIrs.
Orbie Bushart Monday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Mount and
Ward Bushart visited relatives
in McKenzie Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs Turner Byassee
and children of Cunningham vis-

Lawyer
Tax Consultant
Real Estate
Cohn Building

Phone 1555

Ful.on, Kentucky

ood radio rehese cold winings of the
e months. Let
rt service (lereplace fauland restore
to first-lass

HCRRCR HIDES IN DARK CLOSETS
Dark closet bugaboos are quickly destroyed by an overhead
bulb or a handy fla_shlight. But
what about the other fire menaces that hide in waiting? Make
it your personal fire prevention
campaign to hunt thern out of
the house—before they send you
house hunting!

pi attention!
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• 8-lb copooty
• Ono-control wringor
• Solf-toltme cirairlboocel
• Datable balloon rolls
• Pornconontly 4,4.4 G-IE
motor
• 0oicii-omptyong pomp

a
a

a
a
a
I
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• Fori-I•ogrh proloctiv•
skirt

A General Electric Vl'asher does
just one thing—it washes clothes
clears, clean, clean!
The clothes aren't just swished
around in this big G-E Washer.
The "three-zone", Activator* tumbles and loosens the clothes . .
forces soap suds into every fibre
. and chases out the most stubborn diet and soil. It washes clothes
quickly and thoroughly—yet is gentle with the finest fabrics.
fslake it a "must" to we this
General Electric W'asher that gives
"quick-clean- washing
esery false! Demon
strations

• Nonstaio knish
• Ono-yobr or•cronty

Small Down Payment
i•nt T•rms

Nov
Pic"

St"35
and up

FULTON HDWE. & FURN:CO.
!o -t

ake st

4r*

2 Sizes!

Parker "51"
125°

P1C

Thirstfor Refreshment
Relishes ke-Cold Coke

a

Regular Size or the
trine, slim. Dem,
Truly the
orld's most wanted
Sal this Chrisime,

Matched Accessories in

(Left out last week)

0

Plain gauntlets team up with this
eat purse to make a matching set of
tawny doeskin accessories which Betsy
Drake wears with a classic black dress.
She makes her screen delmt in RKO
Radio's "Every Girl Should Be Married", starring Cary Grant, Franchot
Tune and Diana Lynn. Note the strap
of the bag, which is actually heavy
leather braid, ending in tasseled ends.
Because of the many shades now produced by manufacturers, doeskin comes
in luscious pink, all the light shades
of green, a milky white, and the brown
hues ranging from the lightest beige to
the deepest coffee brown.
Try deep copper with a slate gray
suit; gleaming fuschia with black
crepe, or a shade either sliflitly darker
or lighter than the precise color of
your dress. And you might look into
the purchase of washable doeskin
glares__ They retain tieir softness
after innumerable trips th:,
ugli tha
iuds so lung as you don't dry tlaein near
'artificial heat

b-teet

•

LENNOX
OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Sireet
=

.

Fulton, Ky.
—
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VISIT DARNELL'S - TWO LOCATIOHS

CREOMULSION

t Andrews Jewelry Co.1
vw'?
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Protect young eyes; a white
lining in a lamp shade may dou; ble or treble the light given off.
Farm families can cope v;ith
1.,;;;!: prices of clothing by
making tnore of the family clothin ;
horne, Extension special-!, sdvise.

0

Dear H.L.B.
Your initials are wrong, but
handwriting is the same so will
I answer your questions. Well,
don't know what kind of girl you
could be to keep writing a boy
who married someone else You
should have enough sense to
know if he was in love with you,
he would have married you. He
plainly showed you he didn't
care for you. If he had mareied
you, would you have appreciated
the other girl writing him. No,
you wouldn't have liked it and
she-doesn't either, but she thinks
you are yotinger than you are.
No, you won't be alone with him
for quite avvhile, but when he
wants a girl to get out and have
a good time with he will look
you up, as that is the only reason he went with you because he
was ashamed of you The best
thing for you to do is f* orget him.
As for your ring, it was stolen. You will never get it back. A
man has this ring. If you will
watch you will see someone with
it on.
No, you will eever
finish
school you will have to quit in
t'ne - Ilth grade, as at that time
you will need to be getting married, as for this boy. you are going with you are to him just an-other girl

ited Mr. and Mrs. Neal Bushart
Sunday.
hearts cind flowers
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Olive and
children and LT. Williams visitby
1 ;4
ed Mr. and 'Mrs, Orbie Bushart
PATRICIA LATANE
Sunday afternoon.
!'.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Webb
and Mrs. Elbert Webb visited
NIr. and Mrs. Leon Woodruff
•••
Sunday afternoon.
!W.
Mrs. Deward Mills Of Detroit Dear Miss Latane;
wonder
I
if
you
e,eauld
give
is home visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Mitchell and her me some advice? My life is in a
grandmother, Mrs. Ellen NevV. terrible mess and I am afraid I
shall never be happy again.
Orby Bushart and Ward visit- C,:uld you tell me if my husband
ed Jim Flames Saturday at the and I will ever go back together?
Does he love me or does he love
hospital.
7 :.:LiN..11 relic,es promptly bet ause
Tommie and Ester Moore vis- someone else. Will he love our it. ;2. ies
AO the seat of the trouble
continue being
and Orbv Saturday baby? Should
1:clp losyen and expel germ laden
ttele to him and hope that some- ri:!egni and aid nature to soothe and
111
iThtji Byrsc, formerly with the day we'll go back together or he tl raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
rt•I Airs Quartette is now .thould I fOrget him and try to mucous membranes.Tell sour druggist
Furniture
shopping for Christmas Gifts? '111
to sell sou a bottle of Creomulsion
ol-yine with
the
Religious be happy without him? Should with the understanding sou must like
I stay with my family or should
Qui,ilette of Piiris, Tenn.
the v..ay it quickly allays the cough
Ow- sympathy is extended to I get ce..- t and try to make a new
,ou are to have your money back.
baby
Mrs. Oscar Taylor in regard to life for myself and my
108 Paschall
423 E. State Line X.
!
M.N.S.
comes?
when
it
the burial of her sister, Mrs.
(Martin HighwaY)
(Austirt Bldg)
Dear
M.N.S.
Oss Wiggians of Akron who vvas
for Coughs,ChestColds,Bronchitis
Don't
worry
him
about
for
he
;:dled last week there. Her body
was returned to her brother, will be back, he loves you but he
j
tcriVCVMC.T
-VVVV-C
-MCC
IVCCOMMIC
will always have flirtations He ritVgIrMt
Hub Hayse's home in Cuba.
that type person, and you will
is
Mr. Orby, a former jockey of
tho Oak, started out early Mon- • love him enough to forget these
ciay morning, Nove.mber 22 with things but as time goes by he
a :rind for business and ended will learn to be the perfect hus• p
7 that evening with a one band, and will be really good to
bladed'Oicket knife. a good pock- you. Yes. I would stay on with
my parents, then no one can say
et watch and only 95 cents.
226 Church St. Fulton
Mr and Mrs. Vaner Buck and anything about you:
11,
Mrs. Darold Wilson were in PaDear Miss Latante
ducah Monday on business.
I want to know if the man I
Cold weather is on the way.
People are preparlIng for ie. went with cared anything about
Darold Wilson borrowed an ax me. and will I ever get to be
and a saw and got to chopping with him again? What do you
see in the future for me? Will
wood late Monday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Darold Wilson my brother ever marry? Does E9
. ate, building a house near De- my other brother love his wife
'R.H.
, ward Wilson and plan to get and childen?
Dear R.H.
moved 'in December.
You remind me of some school
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Bushart and
children visited Mr and Mrs. El- girl, No, he didn't care for you,
no more than just a party girl
ton Glisson Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Elton Glisson to have a good time with. No,
and Mr. and Mrs. Burnice Glis- you will never be vvith him ason and Eli GlIsson went to Mar- gain as he has a wife. There's
tin Saturday night to visit Bro. nothing in the future for you. If
Less Glisson who is seriously ill. you don't change your way you
Mr. and Mrs 3ess Goodwin will never have a home. you
and Paula Foy shopped in May- ' wi.11 always just be a party• girl.
field Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Sutter Dear Patricia:
:iave bought the Milton Steele
I have been very much in love
place near Dukedom. We wel- with a boy for a long time but
come them to the community. lately he has married someone
Mr and Mrs. Reeble Moody are else. I arn still writing him and
proud of their new son-in-laws, he answers. I want to know if he
Mr. Walker.
ever thinks of me and are they
Ro:iert Waggoner has the new happily marreid. I still love hien
now since he found his lost as much as ever. Will I ever see
. between Parrnersville and him again and if so will he be
d.sville. Tenn.
alone? try to forget him. Did he
ever care anything about me?
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Mount visit- , I also would like to know what
ed Mr, and ISIrs. Walter Back happened to my diamond ring
last Friday afternoon.
that disappeared a while ago?
Mr and Mrs. Jimmie Lynch of Will I finish school? If not why
Detrait are home for a visit with
and how soon will I quit? I am
Dile and Mrs. Ephren Neely and going With someone else now.
other relatives.
w Do you think he will ever mean
HLB
Elbert Webb and Els,-is Neely anything to me?
nt.jr•
are in Cleveland, O., for a short
week's work Mrs. Neely is stay Accurate
I ing v.ith his parents.

WORICMANSHIP
Ai Low Cost

•••

YARDLEY

Doeskin

Watches, Clocks and Tape
Pieces of All Kinds AccurateI., Repaired at Low Cost by—

,./(.446
Ez,‘!crkgs to you

ANDREWS
Jqwelry Company

A

building fa.' it now!

TOY TOWN

For pormanent, endiu-ing beauty itt
your future home ... choose

AGAIN AT

BALDRIDGE'S
WE ARE NOT GOING TO DISAPPOINT
OUR FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS FOR
THEIR CHRISTMAS NEEDS SUCH AS
TOYS — BOOKS — GAMES — CANDY — STATIONERY —
DOLLS — TOILET SETS — WRAPPING PAPER
TIE CORD — SEALS — TAGS.
\ND A BIG LINE OF CHRISTMAS CARDS, ONE CENT
EACH TO 10c EACH, ALSO IN BOX LOTS FROM 25c
TO $1 00 PER BOX.

*15° $250
1o°

'ARMIN IG

ViSit
efsk for it either tray ... both
trade-mar4t meat: the tame thing.
10171E0 UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY rf

FULTON COCA-COLA
71011111/1101111G

BOTTLING CO., 11-NC.
01948,Tho coco.Colo Como.).

us early, since our space is small and avoid the crowd that comes later.

BALDRIDGE'S 5-10 & 25c STORE
In the PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH BUILDING,
On Conimercial Ave.

OLGA ... $60.30
141 natural or white
oe6d-TUI6d.

We/t
HAMILTON*

144ete

International Sterling Silver. This
really fine sterling lends a quiet dignity
to everyday living.
For
.
* beautiful and individual pattern
... select Prelude. A classic design
that will add a sparkling beauty
to your table.

WE ALSO CARRY
TOINIT. and GORHAM sterling and GORHAM ,iilverplate
ELGIN, HELBROS, GRUEN and WYLER watches
RENtINGTON, SHICK and SUNBEAM electric razors
GOTHIC rings and PRISCILLA wedding sets
ItOCKE SHARPE and LOTUS glass
CAMBRIDGE cut gla.ssware
SHEAFFER pens, pencils and sets

A2aaailiZat71424:141%MaiDaaaaiZi2M-k•)i.DaiDarlilazDiDalta
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TWILIGHT

The Woman's Page
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,

PHONE 926

There's something about 3
sunset and its last gleam's
fading glow
When the earth seem:. hushed
and waiting for what I do
not know.

[THESE WOMEN!

• Frk
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By d'Alessio I

bring a gift.
A dinner was planned for December 7 to be served to the Coop group including the trustees
;.t the Crutchfield school.
A delicious pot luck luncheon
was served to 13 members.
The meeting adjourned to
meet December with Mrs. McClanahan.
,•
3IRS. STELLA SMITH
WEDS JAMES SHUMAN '
AT BAPTIST dlIURCH
Mrs. Stella Smith anti James
, W. Shuman of Rochester, N. Y..
and Fulton were quitely married
Wednesday, Nov., 24 at the First
Baptist church with the Rev.
James G. Heisner officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. Shuinan
make their home at 112 Fourth
street.

(ci

three guests, Mrs. Buddy Carver,
Mrs R. W. Miller and Mrs. Raymond Bowles, enjoyed the afternoon playing cards:
Mrs. John Moore won consolntin, Mrs. Vernon McAlister received bunco and traveling, Mrs.
C. A. Boyd, Sr., was high and
Mrs. \V. B. McClain was low.
Refreshments were served at
the end of the game.
Vie cluh will meet next w.eek
witl: Mrs. Pat Matheny.

and o
Clint°
A h
the lu
an KI
Othi
eluded
reties

Truly," and "Clair de Lune," There's something about the
played on the organ.
twilight and its mystical
The church was decorated rainbow pall
with
filled
baskets
with white
That stirs the heart within me
WE'.EARt: WORKERS
white chrysanthemums against and holds my soul in thrall.
NIEETS WITH
CLI
palms
sinilax,
of
nd
a backgrou
HOLLADAY
Mfri.
ra
candelab
g
night
Branchin
long
the
ferns.
and
-And so, through
Tlie Welfare Workers Clu'a
held tall glowing white tapers, vigil and the hurried rush of
met with Mrs. Cleve Holladay
and the wedding aisle was bord- the day
November 24 for ,their regular
ered with cathedral candles tied My heart will e'er keep turning
meet trig.
with white satin bows.
The president, Mrs. Roy Watts
Mr. Murphy gave his daughter
i
s.n.13eist
pm2
ofaa pue
the house to order. The
called
in marriage.
isle
an
desert,
a
in
As an oasis
by Mrs.
devotion was given
The bride wore a wedding in a storm-tossed sea
Ruth Finch. The song was led
BUNCO CLUB
gown of white satin, the hem of This golden _pause twixt the
by Mrs. Rucker. Mrs. Madge
MEETS WITH
the skirt which swept out into a day and night is heaven
prayer. The
Connor led in
3IRS. HOLDER
long train, was bordered by a for you and me.
devoted to
The Bunco Club met Wednes- , morning session was
deep band of white ermine. The ,
RANDALL L. CASHON
a':
Martin Route 4
, day, November 24, with Mrs. business.
bodice was fashioned with
A delicious lunch was served.
Irby Holder.
pearl-encrusted yoke which was
was deTwo guests, Mrs. J H. Ponds The afternoon session
edged with a narrow band of the tied with gold ribbon. Mrs.
leaders.
and Mrs. Raymond Bowles were ' voted to the project
ermine. Her weil of illusion fell Spellings mother of the groom,
Miss Odom presented a movie
included.
tram a coronet of illusion and vocire a gray dinner dress and an
Prizes were won by Mrs. Joe on cancer.
pearls, and she carried a bou- imperial purple orchid.
Sunshine gifts were drawn.
Mullins, bunco; Mrs.. Raymond
quet of gardenias and white
Following the wedding a recepto rrie(t
Bowles. Traveling; Mrs. Vernon The meeting adjourned
bridal roses intermingled with tion was held in the Georgian
think I'll send out any invitations for this week-end
"I
don't
King Decemillusjon and satin loops which Room of Hotel Peabody. The
AfcAlister, low; Mrs. W. B. Mc- with Miss Sarah
We should have enough people
Harvey.
party,
s
Christma
Clain. high; Mrs. C. P. 131`uce, ber 22 for the club
fell' in a shower effect.
bride's table was centered by a
with just the uninvited gueatar
dinner and party.
on
The feminine attendants were
consolati
tiered white cake garlanded with
All members with their famiMrs. Charles Thomas of Fulton, gardenias, with tall
Refreshments of pie and coffee
tapers
lies are urged to be present.
club.
the
to
served
were
Matron of honor. Mrs. Clarence gleaming at the sides in silver
College
Junior
e
Tennesse
oree s sisters, Francis and Betty sity of
Camferdam, the former Nancy candelabra. Another beautifully
while the little guests sang I at Martin Aionday night.
CRUTCHFIELD
MRS. MeCLAIN
-Flames, was bridesmaid, and appointed-table was centered by
Birthday" to Tommy.
Mrs. Russ Anderson is the
"Happy
the
HOMEMAKERS
S
TO
HOSTES
Nancy Brummitt, niece of
by
candy
decand
assisted
and
bowl
a silver punch
swimming director
Favois of ballons
HAVE PARTY
CLUB
BUNCO
groom, was junior bridesmaid. : orated with flowers.
Linton
Otha
guest.
little
Airs. W. L. Durbin.
were given each
On November 4 at the CrutchThe Bunco Club met with Mrs.
Emale Appleton and Marcia EckAmong the out-of-town guests
fashioned
The guest list included Tom- is life guard and chaperones W. B. McClain at the home of field school an ()Id
les, cousin of the bride, were were the grandparents. Air. and
Mrs.
,
Edwards
Jack
and
were Mrs.
the
by
my Jeanne Hawks, Betty
party was sponsored
flower girls.
Mrs. Gertrude Lynda Marrs, Martha Lee, Mary . J. C. Hancock and Mrs. Clifton her mother, Mrs. Landon RobertTucker,
Guy
Mrs.
,on on the Union City Highway Homemakers.
The matron of honor wore a
IVIr.
Thomas,
Charles
Murphy,
Bushart,
Linton.
Nancy
There was fun for both young
Wednesday afternoon.
frock of champagne satin, and and Mrs. R. C. Pickering, Mrs. Grant DeMyer,
on, Tommy AlPlans were made for two more
(Continued on page 5)
Nine regular members aril I
the bridesmaid was in seafoam Ward McClellan, Airs. H. H. f:harlie Hucidlest
fall
the
Buckduring
Butch
held
len, Joe Bennett,
, elt-.s.ses to be
green satin, both frocks fashof Ful- ineharm Bobby Bowden. Anoth- I and winter term.
Pierce
Tobe
and
Pierce
ioned with peg-top skirts that
ton.
er invited guest Jim renshart was
had demi-trains. The junior
,:nable to attend.
MRS. KIRBY
bridesmaid also wore green sat- '
• Tommy received many nice HOSTESS TO
in Emale Appleton's frock was ! TUESDAY CLUB
HOME
AT
MEETS
gifts.
HOMEMAKERS
of champagne satin and Marcia
Eckles was in seafoam green OF MRS. BARD
The Crutchfield Homernakei
DELICIOUS
to
hostess
was
Bard
Gus
Mrs.
G
MEETIN
L
frocks
GENERA
satin; the flower girls'
met at the home of Mrs. Bryan
n
bridge
afternoo
Tuesday
the
CLUB
S
skirts.
OF WOMAN'
were fashioned with hoop
'riearby Tuesday, Nov., 23.
on Carr street. POSTPONED TODAY
George Spellings attended his club at her home
A very interesting lesson 0:.
memof
regular
tables
Two
en
which
Groomsm
man.
brother as best
The General Meeting
"Preparing Wood Surfaces
n of
afternoo
the
enjoyed
bers
Coney
William
and
Detoday
Martin
held
were Jimmy
•was ta have been
was given t
contract. Mrs. Joe Davis was cember 3. has been postponed a New Finish'
Pit
Morris Eason.
r
Waggone
and
Corum
NIessrs
.
Island
The feminine attendants car- ; high scorer for the afternoon
Friday, December 10 at the
the until
)ivided Top. No clock or timer.
Reports from the committecBar-E-Q
ried bouquets of Picardy gladiol. ' At the clase of the games
club home.
favor,
were
Chipped.
party
Slightly
play
refreshthe
Enamel.
Hot Dcgs
us cups and full-blown roses tie 1 hostess served lovely
The Music Department will for
E. Fall, Zr.,
able and all plans were completSPECIAL AT:
with Picardy satin and Nile green imnts to Mrs. J.
give a program of Christmas
Abe
,
Mrs.
ed.
Franklin
M.
illusion. The junior bridesmaid Mrs. T.
Mrs. music.
It was voted to moVe the date
carried a small bouquet of the Jolley, Mrs. J. C. Scruggs,
Brad0.
L.
Mrs.
Carr,
Herbert
of the December meeting up a
SCOUTS
same blossoms and the two little
GIRL
HAMBURGERS
Meacnam
week in order to have the Chrisflower girls carried white bas: ford, Mrs. Clanton
ENJOY SWIM
.
Davis
RAY HUNTER
Mrs.
party.
and
tmas
Curb Service
IN MARTEN
kets tied with bows and streamThe party is to be December
ers and filled with rase petals.
Owner
Twenty five Girl Scouts eny
Opp. O.K. Laundr
J W. Mc'Mrs. Murphy wore a gold cock- PRESBYTERIAN
eyed their third class of swren- 2: at the home of Mrs.
to
is
'•
mber
hat
LADIES
each.me
green
CHURCH
a
vivid
tail suit and
ming in the pOol at the Univer. Clanahan and
rommtsWoratatacacticiumuiricemswint
and wore a large green orchid AD) HAS MEET
OCOIC MOM orittvicomweicatograceto
S4 SK
*
itillrile atiVillt MONK ACtlICARICECONIC
The L.adies Aid of the Cum- IflifigirgiViltereglIf
•
.
!
met
it
rian-church
Presbyte
berland
-ttrV
ifftCbVftCtVVVVCWVVVCVVVVMC
R
Alonday afternoon Ort 2:30 at the •
T
STREE
LAKE
312
N
church, Mrs. H. ..l. Brown and
ICS
R
Mrs. R. H. Wade were hostesses.
R
Mrs. Brown, chairman, presided over the business session
which followed the devotional
and. prayer by Mrs. J. H. Law
fence.
Mrs. Fred Sawyer, secretar,
read the minutes of the last
meeting. Fifteen mernbers answered roll call. The meeting
was dismissed with a prayer by
Mrs. H. A. Coulter.

MURPHY-SPELLINGS
VOWS PLEDGED IN
CHURCH CEREMONY
Joan Murphy. daughter of Mr.
of
and Mrs. Charles W. Murphy
the
hlemphis, Tenn., became
bride ot Charles Spellings, son
of Mr. and Mrs. John Spellings
of Martin in a flower-decked,
setting Saturday.
taperlIthted
llovember 20, at the First Methodist church in Memphis with Dr.
R. H. Wade, pastor, officiating.
-.Prior to the ceremony, a program of wedding music was given by Albert Johnson, organist,
and Linda Patterson, soloist. Selections included a song, "0
Promise Me," and "I Love You
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Gifts That Pay Compliments
To Her Taste

,74,*•
Re'oofe ova

YOUR NEW
KITCHEN

•t

•

TOMMY BOWDEN
C051PLIMENTED
ON BIRTHDAY
Little Tommy Bowden was
complimenty en his sixth birthday Sunday afternoon with a
party given by his mother, Mrs.
Harry Bowden.
V
Games and contests v,.ere en- V
joyed during the afternoon. Nancy Bushart and Mary Grant De- v
Myer won the prizes.
Following the games the hon-

All Packages'
Gift Wrapped
a

Free
of Charge

Raincoats
',yam, re pe dant

la

•

GIFT HOSE
Viking
-it-Famous-Dovedown.
or Jade in all new colors:
5:-gauge.
S1.50 to

$2.25

gahardine in smart
browns. • reens and

s 95 $19.95
S24.95
et:

JEWELRY
Choose HERS from our
g, groups of necklaces,
rtunestone pins, earrings.
..ifacelcts and others.

V
ea/n/gkOWAk4cWi

'ts;

BY MULLINS

CTART NOW tO plan your own "dream kitchen"
with beautiful. well-made Youngstown kitchen
units.
Replace your sink with a gleaming, streamlined
"Kitchenaider" with aeid-resisting porcelain enameled top, dish and vegetable spray, well-planned
drawers and storage space.
Increase your working space with a continuous
sweep of table-top cabinets. Eaay to install without
remodeling.
Use your wall space with spacious, convenient cabiDAS that match the other units and fit perfectly in
any kitehen.

LOOK PLEASANT,
PLEASE!
let your friends see You at
•,-our best in a really GOOD
GARDNER portrait. Our expert photographers capture
the pleasing qualities of your
nersonality. Call 693 for your
appointment . . NOW!

V
V
V
V
V

,303 Walnut St..

Phone 185

!I2 Commercial Ave.

Fulton

lasciaarsawm,24)1tandtm2m2omailook Iasssonsisamissommume

0

•

personal gifts that always
.
'plea:sof Knits, balbriggans. crepes
and satins.

Will, EASY PAYMENTS

4

A

$5.98 and up
GOWNS, PAJAMAS

GARDNER'SSTUDIO

$1 pair and up

All kinds. All styles. Cottons, gabardines,
satin, taffetas. All sizes . . . all colors.
Make your selection NOW while our
stocks are complete.

3
V

COSRE in today and look 'em over.

'GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY

GIFT ROBES

GIFT GLOVES
.

kindi
in s.lorties or haws. A. big ..,-sortment
f sizes and colors.

wo I.

Gowns, fr3m $2.98
Pajamas, ~from $2.98

HOUSE SLIPPERS
neautiful .scliection for ladie.1,
luldren and men. Practically any
;vie or size that you may wish.

Childrens from $1.50 paii•
Men's Women's,
From $1.98 pair

stiftwommem

xximmuwxmaimidiomMaiiiiimmilimmlimmi

mmommummommonmmzummmmmummilimmmnamma

1
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Carver,
rs. Raythe af-

(Continued from page 1/
and old. The Griffin Band of
Clinton* supplied the music.
A ham was given away and
the lucky winner was Mrs. Bryan Kearby.
Other prizes given . away included cakes, candy and cigarettes

consolaster reing, Mrs.
- igh and
low.
erved at
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Town Topics
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(Continued from page one)

alr. and Mrs. Rebell Bell and
sdn. Bobby, spent Thanksgiving
with relatives in Martin.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Robertson
hnve retarned from a trip to St.
Louis.

get th,at frustrated feeling all
over again as you come home in
the evening, grinning at the
thought of only two bottles left,
only to round the corner and
find another one waiting.
A truly virtuous - person is
good metal,—the more he
is fired, the more lie is fined;
the more he is oppoed, the more
more he. is approved.—Richelieta

Give Him SHIRTS

JOHN WAYNE tells his plans for the westward push
in this scene from
Jerry Ferguson has returned
United Artists Super Western,"RED RIVER," with
WALTER BRENNAN.
to his home in Memphis after
_
_ _
_
spending Ihe Weekend with his
cousin, Charles Sawyer' ilk the Cairo, Ill., were the Sunday Miss Ann Linton and Miss Shirguests of her mother, Mrs. Alex ley Homra spent Thursday. and
Highlands
Khourie.
Friday in Memphis.
i Fulton Hospital—
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shields
Santa has just left us a large
J. A. Gibbs,
and children, Dorothea and MeAI and Jim Bushart are imMr. and Mrs. Bruce Hender- ! Admissions:
Jackson,
Mo.;
SubMrs.
Harry
linda, spent Thanksgiving with proving after several days ill- son and son, Gary of Evansville,
shipment of shirts made-to
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. D. ness.
Ind., spent Thanksgiving with his i tette, Cayce; Lavinia Williams,
Warren in Paducah.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. Hen- Fulton; Swayne Ayers, Hickman; Mrs. John Paul Hornsby,
hIrs. Paul Tubervilk? and Mrs. derson, east of town
sell for $3.98 . . . but Santa
Memphis; Mrs Ernie Thomason,
-Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Jackson Rupert Stilliy spent Monday in
Jimmie
,
Graham,
Fulton;
Fulton:
:Memphis
shopping.
Mrs.
J. O. Anderson has moved
have returned to their home in
from the home of her daughter, Sidney Rose, Fulton; Mrs. Arch
says SELL THEM FOR
Nashville after a visit with Mr.
Miss Mary Louise Simons of Mrs. Roy Fields on Central ave, , Cardwell, Fulton; Sam Pogue,
:Ind Mrs. Thornas Exum and othMurray
State
college spent nue to her home, 507 Third st. . Martin Route 3; Dick Dodd,
er relatives
Thanksgiving with her parents,
Rives; Mrs. L. B. Newt:on, Sr.,
air. and Mrs. Mel Simons.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Stephens Fulton; Mrs. Finis Sandling, FulMrs. Charlotte Smith has reattended a Christian Science ton: Mangus Batts, Water Valley;
turned from a SlX weeks visit to
Jack Moore, a student of Mur- lecture in Paducah
Tuesday Mrs. Buren Yates, Fulton Route
her daughter, Mrs. Jerry Miller
ray college. spent the Thanks- night,
, 3; Mrs. Robert Winstead, Palm-- ,
and family.
giving holidays with his mother,
ersville; Mrs. W. P. Sheehan,
Mrs. Hoyt Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Varden I Crutchfield, Route 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gholson
and son, Galen, spent the weekMrs. B. A. Ross, Fulton; Paul
.have returned from a visit to
Miss Ouida Jewell is a patient end in Memphis.
Robie, Fulton Route 2: Barry
ielatives
Arnerillo. Texas.
in Jones Clinic.
Morgan, Fulton Route 4; Mrs.
Mrs. Sam Winston lias returned Willie Elliott, Mayfield.
V
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Howard and
Mrs. John Boaz of Memphis from a visit to her son, James
•Whites
Dismissals: William Hill, Ful•Fancy Patterns
•Colors
daughter, Virginia have returned
and Miss Helen Maddox of Boaz and family in New Or- ton;
Nancy Peeples,
Fulton;
om a visit to her brother, Miles
Nashville, Tenn., have returned leans.
Floyd Conner. Crutchfield: Mrs.
in Claude, Texas. They
home after a visit with their
•Sizes 14 to 18
•Sanforized Broadcloth
John Dale, Hickman: J A. Gibbs.
ills., visited in Arritaallo and othmother, Mrs. E. G. Maddox.
Mrs.
Gilson
Latta,
Mrs.
W.
G.
alackson, Mo.; Mrs. Nettie Win.. points in Texas.
Hill, Mrs. Sue Schoe, Mrs. Mary stead, Dukedom: Jimmie Gra- V
Each Shirt Gift Wrapped In Protective Cellophane
Mrs. Elizabeth Snow has re- Frances Roper, and Frank Ce- ham, Fulton; Mrs. Hillman ColMr. a d Mrs, :.loore Joyner
turned home after several weeks Quin
w
attended
a
Christian
lier
baby,
Fulton
and
Route 1:
spent .the weekenu in Jackson.
o
in Hot Springs, Ark.
Science lecture in Paducah Mon- Randall Brown, Dukedom; MatMiss.
day night.
tie B. Hamilton, Fulton; Audie
Mrs. John Henson spent the
Howell, Crutchfield: Mrs. Chest- V
Mr and Mrs. C. H. hfeDaniel
Thanksgiving holidays with her
Mrs. Fred Carden spent Wed- er Simon. Fulton, Route 1: Mrs. V
and daughter. Susan. have movdaughter in Mounds., I/1.
nesday in Memphis.
E. R. Hefley and baby, Fulton.
ed from Eddings street to 201
V
-Mrs. L. B. Newton, Sr., Fulton;
Norman street.
Mrs. L. O. Bradford and little Mrs. Ernie Thompson, Fulton;
Mr': and Mrs. George Hestei
204 Lake St.
,f Fulton
Phone 1360
Mr. and Mrs Fred Khourie of have returned from a trip to granddaughter, Eugenia Harris Mrs. John Hornsby, Memphis;
have returned from a visit to the Dick Dodd, Rives, Tenn.; Sidney V
Hot ,Springs, Ark.
latter's father, Dick Harris in Rose, Fulton,
111111311M70/0iimmlilsinolanosiosivionoitnim"GM:71011/111H01117•707
/7
4110/0111/71471/M741121M79111411111PAG
Mrs. Edith Nall underwent a Louisville, Ky.
major operation in Haws HosHaws Memorial—
Mrs.
Charles Bowers ' and
pital Tuesday.
Admissions: Mrs. Esther Wilchildren have returned from a liams, Union City: Sandra Boaz,
alam
Otsubo awind Iknims
weekend
visit
to
her
brother,
McDaniels
Mrs.
John
and
son,
Imanlas
ler bus Me lair
, Fulton; Mrs. Charles Green, FulCharles, of Memphis were the Bruce Henderson and family in 1 ton; Mrs. Erifth Nall, Fulton,
\aall illastraim ass Mont awa
Sunday guests of Mrs. Jim Hut- Evansville, Ind.
Route 2: Jerry Wayne Fulcher.
.
cherson.
Fulton Route 2;
Georgia Lee
#
,va Mr and Mrs. John F. Kizer and Folcher,
Wrairaralaulutta
•
Fultorf'Route 2; Lowell
John
of
little
Milan,
son,
Tenn.,
Tommy
Weaks,
Danny
Baird.
I
bull
Kupfer, Fulton; Floyd Winston,
,"Ink
Baal lam bit leabwe la
and Henry Lock. students of the were the Thanksgiving guests of Fulton.
a astle*--Pnaglius ma s Ile"— -A
"a.veraita of Kentucky, spent her mother, Mrs. Clanton ?Meach'Trate For Ihisil--"Ilmos
Mary Lou Radd, Fulton; Miss
Thanksgiving with their parents. am.
"Muss Iliensi-lbe Barrer —1111an n.
Cora Clodfelter, Fulton; Mrs.
E
MEND
latiMon- --ilea Mak Lon' aad awl
C. W. Davis, Fulton. Route 2;
Planter Flannery
Disk Harrow
deporlates
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Erranton Miss Geraldine Allen, Fulton
1.alsre thrle.
Bearing Spools
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Williams
Guards
Cutter
Bar
UrPOWIVVI
and little daughter of Paducah of Pilot Oak. and her two nieces, Ernest Madding. Fulton Route 3:
innleirraseranswe
.a.ant Thanksgiving 1.vith her Betty Jean Gordon and Jo Ann Baby R. Paul Westpheling, son
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ellis of Fulton, motored to Chi- of Paul Westpheling, Fulton,
cago last week to spend the Mrs. Willie Speed, Fulton; Maramb ani other relatives.
Thanksgiving wyekend with rel- shall Provine, Fulton.
.
atives. They rettumetfpnday eve.2cx
Fira h of St. Louis spent 1
Dismissals: Mrs. Helen Rober., .
' .nd
Mrs. Finch I.
son.
Brenda
Fulton:
Hale,
-t
straet.
iv
II — ,q7
Crutchfield:
Mrs. Charles Can'
,
Outward attrAs arid troubles non and baby, Fulton. Route 5.
Marshall Provine. Fulton.
Mrs. Joa Lowers is ill at her lather fix than unsettle the
Christian, as tempests from with814 NORTH TOWER COilI1 hient• on Arch street.
out only serve to root the oak
Clinic—
CliiCASO li, la Mr. and Mrs. J H. Patterson, thore firmly in the ground.— !. Jones
Admissions: Mrs. Raymond
and daughter. Donna Gale ilannah More.
I Adams, Fulton Route 2; J. B.
,
Sutton, Fulton. Route `4; Miss
Cultivator Shovels
Oil Filters
les just plain common sense to re*Nicht Jewell, Fulton.
place worn or broken parts on John
Jimmie Sutton, Martin Route 3.
Deere Equipment with only genripe
Dismissals: Mrs. William Fuljolan Deere Parts. Why? Because they
ler and baby Fulton Route 4;
always fit and perform as well as the
origionis they evince.
'Mrs. E. J. Hay, Fulton: Mrs.
They're exaet duplicates of the
Raymond Adams, Fulton Route
original parts . . made from the
2.
hrgh-grade materials, from the
same
Mrs. H. B. Vaughan. Fulton;
same patterns and dies ... and with
J. B. Sutton. Fulton toute 2.
t,he same quality workmanship.
You can't afford to handicap the
fine, dependable performance of your
SI7ASON OPENS
MRS. NALL IMPROVING
John Deere Equipment. Keep it
Crank Shank
The many f!riends of Mrs. Ed100% John Deere!
NEXT FRIDAY
Disk Blades
Bolling Cookers
ith Nall. popular 'resident of
DFCTMBER 10
Route Two, Fulton will be pleased to know that she is recuperating nicely after a major operaSteel Chaiu Assemblies
tion performed at the Haws Hos771T"
.0 ITU
ir
I
11:
11
rw I
pital on Tuesday. '

FOR CHRISTMAS!
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The Budget Shop
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now on sale
25c u copy

-KEEP YOUR
EQUIPMENT
100%
JOHN DEERE!

LILL

oats
peilant
in smart
, pens and

$19.95
.95

est bottle at the back of the row,
we have managed to keep any
irom getting sour, but it has
hean a terrible straggle.
To other fathers who find
themselves in the same predica-ment, we recommend that a "No
Milk Today" sign be firmly tacked on the back door ao it won't
alow away, be removed with the
empty bottle, or be forgotten.
Without some sure system, you'll i

AUTO GLASS instaned. —Fulton
Paint and Glass Co.,
210 ;ody would have to drink it.
We started in and downed a
Church.
ouart that night, Next day, to our
WANTED TO BUY: Scrap Iran eonsternation, we realized that
$1.25 per hundred. Will buy we had forgotten to tell Palmer
old rags and junk batteries at Downey to stop delivery, so the
$3.50 apiece; will
pick up quart we drank that
evening
scrap. D. L. Frenrh, 404 Arch didn't make any
headway' at all.
street. Fulton, Ky.; Phone
By carefully placing the fresh1059-J.
_
FoR sALE, my stare. know
,as !
.
..aaaacsat‘aaali.'aaalscaa:sa:escscaar.aeas.;-" .•••••• '
the "Home Beautiful Shop" in
Hickman, Ky. This store is
ytocked with DuPoint paints,
wallpaper, auto glass and aceessories; window glass and
mirrors. Call 209 or contact it
Billie McGehee at Calls Cafe, it
Hickman.

•xt w.eek

,rs
Holladay
• regular
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Knives arid Sickles
C,ornbine or Binder Canvases

Let's Hunt Ducks!

- •:ni•nt

kiiiiihaQAdaruahlgebiadadarkiLwaildilik
Grass Boards

rt ti== ...es-tv”. maw

See us for all of your hunting needs . . . now.

DUCK CALLERS $1.75
LIFE-LIKE DECOYS $12 DOZEN
HUNTING CLOTHES
SUPPLIES
SHELLS
DUCK HUNTING STOVES
GAt4E BAGS $3.49

CITY RECTRIC AND TIRE CO.

RS
r
cally any
y wish.

50 pair
'a,
ir

Sporting Godtls,... Applianees... Tires ... Radio Repairing
te

.51115 COMNIFRCT
AVENUE
.

TELEPHONE 401
FULTON

Plow Shams

foRiSNAcKS$101).W105
they iove, its 'rah; mild
cheddar cheese'fraVor •

Nuigirious!

I

We carry a complete stock of genuine John Deere Parts. See
us for your replacement needs. Place your parts order now!

WILLIAMS HARDWARE COMPANY
207 ga4Fo,urth St.

Ph041,:16g.

!len

DIGESTIBLE AS ../44TK

BUY ON124 GideNtif %INN 1H41011100144441VirARIIKE TH,E ROWS'
•

...>CZ.1/.111. •••

;:sn's. '4'.11 •

County News, Fult,on, Kentucky
The Fulton
_
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UK GROWTH IN '48
'Good Light Saves Nka Only Sight
LARGEST IN HISTORY
•
Wodk Rcght
But Helps Famers

t nel Ilornbeak
Funeral Home:

Friday, December 3, 1948
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KEEP SMILING
Chiropractic gets sick people well

The 1947-48 school year was
"one of the greatest years" in
is
which
That is a wiring system
the 83.-y0ar kistory of the Uni0
By IRA MILLER
planned for adequacy. An efficient-. versity of Kentucky, President
CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE
Farm Electrficat•ott Bureau
wiring system will provide your H. L. Donovan declared at a
51ICRO-DYNAMETER
DR. F. D. PHILLIPS
equipment With
Fulton, Ky.
408 Eddings Street
Light and good workmanship go lights and electrical
dinner Monday eveGraduate
press-radio
Palmer
maxifor
required
electricity
the
together. And farmers. to be success- all
ning.
X-RAY
Chiropractor
operation.
j ful, must be good_ workmen. Whether mumrecommended
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
guide provides the
Dr. Donovan reported that
A
Phone 1525
it be in or out of doors, therefore,
Ky.
Fulton,
St.
2
,
22
Lake
lighting
to
as
information
following
the
at
registered
that
7,802 students
good farmers are caretul to see
satisfactory illu- beginning 'of the 1947 fall quartfor
needed
outlets
their
on
"light
sufficient
isusustounumnaminmummummaistmaa.,„,
they have
typical buildings:
vork" for the job at hand. This in- mination of some—Outlet every 12 er (7,863 are enrolled this fall).
DAIRY BARN
' eludes satisfactory. non-glare illumi- feet
enpre-war
largest
the
or
slIght-'
while
alley,
on center line of
nation of all farm buildings and those ly off,
•
center, if necessary, to c.ear rollment Was 3,805. Thirteen
.1
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
outside areas where late chores are manure carrier. In the teed alley, inLae..
hundred slnd six students reAssociation,
Burial
Kentucky Funeral Directors'
stall lights every 20 feet on center
K
line 'of alley. Each group of ligM.s ceived their diplomas at U.
this year. "During the 42 years
should be controlled by separate wail ,
for
HOUSE—Outlet
switches. MILK
.....r. James K. Patterson occupied
STANDARD OIL products
every 100 square feet of floor area. the presidency of the University:,
including one in the center of the
ATLAS tires
ceiling and one or two in each work he signed only 896 diplomas,
Greasing — Washing
area. POULTRY HOUSE—Outlet for President Donovan pointed out.
every 200 square feet of door area,;
"There were many great acinstalled according to individual
practices in providing laying hens. complishments during the curLet us clean your radiator with
with 13 hours of light in every 24 rent year," Dr. Donovan said.
hours. Use of a time switch will re- "but the greatest victory gained
our NEW, amazing preiceas.
on
lights
turning
from
farmer
lieve
and oft at required periods. Dim light by the University was a decision
circuit.
separate
Appeals,
of
Court
on
be
the
by
should
made
•
outlets
BEEF CATTLE BARN —Outlet for which reversed a former decis•
earvear y 250 square feet of open pen ion limiting the salaries of proDukedom highway
Phone 68
SHEEP BARN AND LAMBING fessors to $5000, the constituSHED—Outlet every 20 feet on cen-.' tional limitation on officers of
AND.
HOG
alley.
feed
of
ter line
. . The statesman-like
HARROWING HOUSE — Outlet for! the state
each pair of hog pens. Locate lights decision made by the Court has
over partition line. HAYMOW—The• saved the University of Kenfollowing three ideas are suggested:, tucky from becoming a mediocre
one light near peak of roof, floodlight institution, one that would have
t one end of mow, or
located ttig
two flown. hts placed at diagonallY been a joke throughout the acadof mow, k AR -4. 1 emic world."
orners
apposite
SHOP—Outlet .for evety bXI square
For local
lighting.
w.Irk"—
your
general
on
feet for
Satisfactory "light
that one light Western, Brownsvle
in,the feed room, as in the above lighting. it is suggested
pereach
uminate
l
o4iIp
o
c
iat
d
lep
l
ay
picture, or elsewhere--pays divi- bmeaniennstu
iece of equipment I Elect '49 Officers
dends in efficiency.
leng
bent
of
-feet
10
and each
— Outlet f.
Phone 201
At the Annual Farm Bureat,
.ns, tao, that drive- IVfACHINERY SHEDS of
217 Main Street
performed. It mea
space. TO
400 square feet
ways which may lie used after dusk every
every 12 feci supper and election held last
BARN—Outlet
BACCO
autofamily
by farm vehicles or the
Locite them on posts on. one side o. Thursday night at Western the
mobile should be properly lighted— center driveways.
following officers were reelected
for accidents as well as poor workIn all cases, lights shotild. be con. Raymond King, president; Kelty
' manship thrive in hard-to-see farm trailed by switches. Power supplie
and dealers can provide additiong Conder. vice-president and Kir1- yards and buildings.
In addition to the correct T,,ace- lighting and wiring information. Thei mit Parks as secretary-treasurer.
for
ligths
of
types
also can help in planning the best lc.
! ment, number and
Short talks were tnade by Bro.
various locations on the farm. there cations for yard lights and other out Abernathy, Bro. Cecil, Guy Bais another factor to be considerecL door lights.
nett, E. W. Yates and John P.
Wilson, who showed the colored
EXPERIENCED CLEANERS WITH A
slides of various scenery over the
David Holland Heads
MODERN CLEANING PLANT.
county in John 13. Watt's place
.
Society
Military
UK
who was absent. J. B. McGehee,
We Clean all types of seed.
the
County secretary also made
David K. Holland, son of C. N.
a brief talk on suecessful comHelland of Hickman, was recentinanity leadership.
you
can't tell tales if
Taxes for the average Ken- ly elected captain in command
Excellent attendance was re,:
Your let -oat hems
PARISIAN.
national
a
Rifles,
Pershing
the
to
than
of
lower
dresses
much
are
tuckian
ported, despite the rainy weathsend your remodeled
chases grime that
those for the average American military fraternity: at the Uni- er.
Experienced dry cleaning
even though, for the past thirty- versity of Kentucky.
competent pressing steams
.
had
Brownsville
who
farmers,
.
hem
settles iti
five years, taxes for state and
creases.
As commanding captain of the their election previous to Weste.it sty:A:oat
local purposes in Kentucky have
organization, Holland led a 27- ern, elected all new officers as
MOLASSES ADDED IF YOU WISH
gone up rapidly.
man platoon of the company in follows: Trueman Benthal, presiThis conclusion was made by an exhibition drill at a memor- dent; Willie Thomas. vice-presiDirector.
Martin,
W.
James
Dr.
We are in the market for
ial retreat ceremony% Armistice dent and Joe Parker as:secretary.Bureau of Business Research of Day, in honor of Gen. Pershing. treasurer.
the University of Kentucky in
Guy Barnett. who had been
A graduate of Hickman High president for the last four years.
presenting a report on "Taxation" in Kentucky. He stated that school, Holland is now a junior refused to be reelected. Guy
the average Kentuckian paid a- at the University%
made a wonderful record and hi.
Feed.s
Wire Fencing
Fentilizers
' bout $400 in 'axes in 1947
resignation is a loss to his com; while the average amount paid HEALTH DEPARTMENT EXAM munity. However. with the spirAuthorized Dealers For
by citizens in other states was
it Trueman Benthal, his succe.;A merit system examination
approximately $90 per person.
sor, accepted 1-1,Q deties all will
of
to
grade
the
SURGE MILKING MACHINES
appointment
for
; "In 1913, 80 percent of all dur
be well again as s: on :s True.
taxes in Kentucky were based Sanitarian 1 in the county health man gets the "feel" to carry on.
the
at
held
be
will
departments
the
1947
on property but by
A veonderful supper was servMcCracken County Health d: Wa BUY and SELL all kinds of feeds and seeds
,ummmoimmmammeacaMersguesge4AKIxacig*
ed and following, Guy's quartet %;A:Ax%:!
partment, Paducah, on next Fri4
e
h
t
,
entertained
members
day, December 3,
throughout the speaking pro- A
0
In order to compete in the ex- gram.
Roy Bard, --county president,
amination, it will be necessar
to mail a completed application Lucian H. Isbell, vice president, A
to the Merit System Supervisor, Wayne Yates, Mrs. Bertha C. V
East State Line, Fulton
Phone 202-J
State Department of Health, 620 McLeod, Mrs. Wayne Yates, Mrs. '
Listen to our Gospel Song program over WENK, Monday
South Third street, Louisville, Roy Bard and J. B. McGehee A
i*SultO
thru Friday, 7:15 p. m.; Sundays/8:30 a. m.
2, Ky., not later than midnight, made short talks and John B. A
Watts, county agent showed colMonday. November 30. 1948.
ored slides. Everyone seemed to
i3ring your car in and let us give it a thorough ;
detaik
Application forms and
have a f„•ood time.
A
the:Merit
can be obtained from
for the cold days ahead.
4
-Supervisor, or frota the
Y. M. B. C. MEETS
A
local health department.
The Fulton Young Men's Busi• CHANGE OIL
1-Doubly guaranteed in
ness Club met last Tuesday at
4
%riling to be perfect;
elsa world's doily newspaper—
property based tax dropped to the Lake street clubrooms in a V
• DRP_IN and CLEAN THE RADIATOR AA
41 percent." Dr. Martin Stated regular business 'Session.
2-Indisidually regi,terecl
'THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR. You we! find yourself oru
In the absence of Foad Hom- V
a CHECK BATTERY
that, "although Jocal governin the ounces name;
, the Destwntormed persOnS
yOW COMmunity
wurld affairs
Yeo react this world-wale doily newspaper regularly You writ gain
ment taxes in Kentucky have ra, president, the meeting was V
fresh, new viewpoints, o fuller, richer understanding of today's vital
-Fully insured agairilt
3
conducted
by
Vice-President V
risen in the past five (5) years,
• FILL UP WITH GOOD GULF GAS
news—PLUS help from •ts exclusive features on homemaking, *auraloss by fire or theft:
," lion. business, theater, mussC, radio, sports.
this rise has not been as fast as Russ Anderson.
4
ltakterra• low es "The
not
Club
to
voted
sponsor
in the average of all states."
PB-5
4-One uniform national
The Christian Science Publishing SacietY
M. Yodel "geta trade-day venture which was V
One, Norway Street, Boston 15, Moss , S A
price on sealed-on tag.
imapall.tor effer
The expert declared that, proposed by a Murray (Ky.) V
Pst04mi
I Enclosed 11 SI, for what, otiose send M• Th•
—I mesa fer $1
so
• Property assessments are
MOnitor fee one month.
114. 6,000
radio station, and transacted oth- V
Ser them at vow
low in certain areas that the ef- er routine business.
AUTHORIZED
V
Nom*
restricrate
the
fect is to cut
The next meeting date was an- A
Fulton, Ky.
Mayfield Highway
Street
one-half
or
tions to one-hird
nounced as a dinner at the Wat- V
JEwELEws
those provided by law. The vale. er Valley school on December
Vote
lord
mnzmnx7s.
nmnnnnnnnn
cvp,
.snnnnnnmx
•Iromw7;nn
'rations are so unequal as to 14. The meal will be prepared bv
hightaxes
propc•-tyheavy
make
P.a-, Water Valley P.-T.A. it was
Your Loyalty Dealer in Fulton:
ly- discriminatory."
stated.
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
The sale of tickets for the benassessment
modernized
"A
f't of the Club's ChriAmas-ba.;explained,
author
the
•)r:T,i-am,"
• SI° eV
! kot,-for-lhe-needy program wifs
"would provide at least two most re' led
to be progressing well.
;.nport.ant b:• products: 1. Greater equality among our taxpay(Formerly C & E Sandwich Shop)
224 Lake St.
ar and, 2. Reduced interferenc:
with business."
FULTON PAINT a,

PHILLIPS'

. PHONE 88

Friendly Service

L

We Know _
How to
Make Them
Work!

COLEMAN SERV. STA.

BENNETT ELECTRIC

SEED CLEANING

KENTUCKY TAXES
LOWER IN NATION

GRINDING AND MIXING
OF ALL KINDS OF FEEDS
DRY YELLOW CORN

Launtify

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

Dry Cleaners

WINTERIZE YOUR CAR
NOW!

ova

PERFECT
DIAMOND
RINGS

"1
POLSGROVE se"1
Station

WARREN'S
JEWELRY STORE

GLASS CO.

it a
",,,vkiy. :

LOCUST

EIGHTEERTH

ST. LOUIS

aati„,t

'a 'a

MISSOURI

ICED WINES
WHISKEY
GIN
RUM
LIQUER
DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
Depot Street

"Buck Bushart"

Fulton

210 Church Street
Phone 909
See our line and check oar
prkes on:
Plate Glass
Auto Glass
Window Glass
Mirrors
Paint
Venetian Blinds
Aluminum-framed Window
Screens
Wallpaper
Wallpaper Can-Yas
Decorating and
Cleaning Supplies

FULTON PAINT
AND GLASS CO.
FREE DECORATOR
CONSULTANT SERVILE

DRIVE-IN CAFE
PIT BAR-B-Q
ICE COLD DRINKS
SHORT ORDERS
ICE COLD BEER
By the Bottle

By the Case

Owned and Operated
By RAY CLONTS
Pl•.-B-Q by Leek Woods
Your Patronage Will Be Appreciated
HOURS: 7:30 A. M. to MIDNIGHT
Phone 9194
Depot Street
1111010$1611111111111181111UNAIIMAINIMMAIMMAIMINPAISSAMMEHIMANINIMINIIMINIMIMI
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N6
•ople well

S9
ICE
O-DYNAMETER
X-RAY

Phone 1525 t
iaS",

-rvice
RD OiL products
TEAS tires
g — Washing
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AUSTIN SPRINGS

day afarnoon irying to see who
was driving a black Pontiac.
B.S.H is still crazy about
South Oulton high school:, could
it be one of the handsome boys
who attends,the school?
S.B. talked up a storm, Friday
night in the ticket office to some
girl. Did you notice_ who she
was?
SM. is sure true to her one and
only. She was driving T.H.'s car
Sunday afternoon.
The flame between S.M. and
G.R. is still burning strong.

Mrs. Carey Friel&
Mrs. Nora Vincent continues
to improve and can now walk
around. She has been very low
some eight weeks from injuries
sustained in a fall.
Bonnie House sold his farm,
the Reed Douthitt place, to
Ernest Outland. The vicinity
welcomes these young farmers
into our midst.
Mrs. Raymond 'Cherry is able
to be up since receiving treatment at the Haws hospital two
weeks ago. Mrs. Harry Coulter,
her mother, is at her bedside
Mrs. Joe Payne of Mayfield
has returned to her home after
spending the past week with
her mother, Mrs Nora Vincent.
Tommie Rickman and nephew,
little Franklin 1)7 Rickman of
Murray spent Thanksgiving here
among relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie House of

your radiator with
waxing peace:is.

N SERV. STA.
,Ighway

Phone 68

W. W. Jones & Sons
Funeral Horne
12.9 University
Phone 391)
MARTIN, TENN
A Distinctive Service Well
Within Your Means

Detroit, Mich., spent the Thanksgiving holidays here with relatives and sold their farm. It was
the first land deal .reported in
some time.
Rain that fell in this area hindered corn gatheridg and. tobacco
handling, stripping and classirjg
get underway the past week in
and effort to make first sales of
air-cured and dark-fired which
begins in early December. A
fancy price is expected.
LADINO SUPPLANTS FESCUE
Howard McClendon of the Mud
Lick community in Monroe county is,so pleased with ladino clover that he plans to seed his 14acres of fescue to this crop in
February. He showed Farm
WATCH OUT, %VILMA!
Agent Justis L. Ellis an eightacre pasture seeded with ladino -Wilma Coblitef
Memo's, ad.
clover, orchard grass, redtop, mires the heart-shaped
watch contimothy and
some lespedeza. taining 1741 pearls given to Jere.
Twentyaight cows were feeding phine by Napoleon while she
on the pasture Which had' been wears-the famous Madame Paingrazed almost continuously since nadour diamonii-studded lane
watch. In her left hand she ho%a
May.' Ellis noted that the ladino the exquisite French
Court Van.
clover was the greenest part of ity Tulip watch whic'h opens and
.e len
mepit-ees
are from the watcb,collectiori of
the
U.
8.
Time
Corporation now
Happiness consists in the aton display at the Memphis store
tainment of our desires, and in of Perel and
Lowenstein. fatry,ts
having only right desires.—Au- ?"'l-South iewelers Wilma?
Ob
gustine.
yes ... she's there, too!

TEEN-AGE TATLER
es'Ireas

by the

sato

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
"Gcid the Only Cause and
Creator" is the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon which will be
read in all Christian Science
churches threugbout the world
on Sunday, December 5, 1948.
The Golden Text is: "T'nus
saith the Lord that created the
heavens; God himself that formed the earth and made it; he
hath -established it, he created it
not in vain, he formed it to be
inhabited:, I am the Lor ; an
there is none -else." (Isa. 45:18).
Among the citations which
comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
the following tram the Bible:
"Know ye that thehe is
God; it is he that hath made ui,
and not we ourselves; we are his
people, and the sheep of his pasture" (Ps. 100:3).
All are welcome to our service

DAN

SEPTIC TANK CIRCULAR
To help the hundreds ot farmers who plan to .modernize their
homes, the College of Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Kentucky, has issued
circular 431, dealing with the
construction of septic tanks for
r,ewage disposal. Every farmhouse with modern plumbing
and running water should have
a septic tank. It is the simplest
safe method for sewage disposal
where there is no public sewer
system Ask a county or home,
agent for the circular, "Septic
Tanks for Dwellings."
The 1948 fescue .seed crop of
125,000 pounds in Ballard county was sold principally to local
farmers to seed 10,000 acres.

. Veterinary Service
Day or Night
Phone 807-B
Or Call 70

Dr.H.W.Connaughton
Graduate Veterinaaan
Located on Martin-Falton
Highway.

No fuel oil heater can be better than its burner.
That's w hy Duo-Therm builds a brawl-from the burner
out —designs the complete heater around the burlier
itself. And sshat a burncr!

(Left Out Last Week)
The Public is Cordially lnrited
M.L.13. got the run-around
*Wednesday night. Mr date
to attend the
wouldn't go to the senior frolic :
but told her to go ahead, he '
would pick her up after it was
over. She parked herself to a
parking meter but violation
showed up on the meter, so she
knew she was stood up.
B. Y. is going with a boy from ,
elegant satin or exclusive 100'; pure wool Velvafelt, Cuba by the initials of G. S.
They are going steady, I hear, 1
F M. is going with a young
Daniel Green Slippers c pruss your good wishes in
FULTON, KENTUCKY
lady from South Fulton high
wing
oiniort.
lame,
exquisite
school.
,
C W. is being seen steady with
B. S. He drives a Buick.
D. Y. and C.S. have broken
up again, for how long this time
2:30 P. M.
is a wonder.
.
E M. said she was not going
witil B.G.Y. again, and was'goOration by Rererend James G. Heisner
ing with a boy f m Woodland
Mills.
P.M. had made
her mind
that she was going -*ith ,J.H.
evert 'if there -were a. del
zen boys
in the car. Sure -enoug , there
VCtrCVVVC-WMIVVC--tC-W-tC-tCwere four in there, but ey left
by J. FLIT request.
HIS. and B GA3. are going
steady now. Will B.C.13, continue v
to go with him?
D.C. went to Mayiield one V
night last week, and sure had a
good time; I mean, that was w.g
what she reported ter all the '
,
I
gang.
•
V
M.A.B. and B.W. it seems,•have
— found this thing called low; I kg
think that is what sparks be- ''‘'a
tween the two every day at all -r
hours when you see them.
S.H. and J.H.. seern to hit it t$1
pretty steady most of the -"

ELKS MEMORIAL SERVICES
LODGE HALL

for every lady and young lady on your list!
In

Only Vuo:Iliutisi
gives you this
Amazing Burner!

This being the season when a
lot is expected of the laying
flock, a lot of care should be
given to the flock's well being.

-Walkie-Talkie"

DANIEL GREEN has the perfecis+tyie

The burner's the heart of any heater •.•

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1948

It gives more heat from every drop of oil!
That's because its exclusive full-bodied, mushroom
type flame hugs the side of the heat chamber, transfers more heat to the home quickly. It burns a clean; efficient flame from lowest to
highest fire! That's because air is injected in 6 stages
(a Duo-Therm exclusive) to give proper halance
between air and oil for perfect combustion and clean
performance from low pilot setting to highest flame.
It's absolutely noiseless! No moving or mechanical parts, nothing to wear out. And low velocity air
intake produces a gentle diffusion of combustion air.
You feel the heat—you never heal it.
Come in—see all the advantages of the exclusive
Duo-Therm Dual-Chgmber Burner. See Duo-Therm's
exclusive furniture styling. See the exclusive DuoTherm Power-Air, the blower that cuts fuel costs up
to 25% by actual tests. Easy terms to suit your budget;

BENNETT ELECTRIC
Telephone 201

Fulton

It Pays To Advertise In The News!
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You still see J.W. and H.J. in V
the halls with that certain look IV
, in their eyes.
B C• hearlY killed himself Fri319 NI
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E RADIATOR

off
FRY'S SHOE STORE time.

....••••••11

THE BEST GIFT
OF ALL:

-t(44

Use Our
Christmas

)JEWELRY Peae'v
Pewebte, 7441 ekadem„

DIAMONDS
MEN'S WATCHES
LADIES' WATCHES
DINNER RINGS
ENGAGEMIENT RINGS

BIRTHSTONE RINGS
INMAL RINGS
BRACELETs
CHARMS
tOLDS

,v] Our Prices Ar,,i1".01t----Never Undersold

.00ds
Appreciated
IDNIGHT
Phone 9194

:ou'll be glad you did your Christmas saving early, if you're in for a windfall of
(_ ;sr. as one of our Christmas Club members! If you failed to enroll for this year—
get your name on our membership list for next year — and know the pleasure of
with which to buy generously for everyone on your Christmas gift list!
deposit
any amount from 25c up each week — and when December 25, 1949
JI:ct
rolls around enjoy a merrier holiday, because you're able to give all you want to!

VANITY sum
NECKLACES
LOCKETS
WATCH CHAINS
TIE SETS

, the Case
ated

In Christmas Club Checks
Sent to Members

Whether it is a diamond, watch, ring or some other gift of
beauty and charm, you will find our store filled with gifts
that will bring happiness and appreciation to the receiver of
one these fine expressions of love.

,sp.i,,,i i Warren's Jewelry Store
, ,„

141

224 Lake Strcet, Fulton Phone 98

W
le
eItrarikaaartk414Da:113,130i).NZil
paairilliDgeta
-VWX2121,it.)1:1.41,

.1949 Club opened 29 Nov.,

anytime durbig the year.

FULTON BANK
FETY - SERVICE - SAT1SFACTIO
INse:KBLII, F. D.L C.

VtiNiDt-NNANW,7-7:444.*;111.trIf.V.,tily'llaintWeiatZZI43411111012031.4*
X3Waadivaz-)app
,
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PILOT- OAK
'Mrs. Hes-ter Hall has returned
tto her home in Flippin, Ark., aftertrisithig ,,with Mr. and Mrs. ,
Tommie Yates.
Mrs. Clara Braton of Water
Valley and Miss Allie Rowland
spent Thursday. afternoon with
Mrs. a
Mr. and Mrs William Hill and
son of Bear Lake, Mich., are
visiting relatives and friends of
this commuruty.
Those enjoying Thanksgiving
dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Yates were Bernie Yates, Bill
Leaneve, Mr. and Mrs. John
Yates, Mr. and Mrs. William
Hill, Randall, Mr. and Mrs. B.G.
Lowry and Jimmie Allen Lowry.
Mr. and Mrs. Sal Mills spent
Thursday night with Mrs. Mills
brother, Emmett Finley and Mrs.
Finley.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McPherson
have returned home after .visit-
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World's Smallest Hearing
kid Receiver Transmits 2 to 6
Times More Clear Sound
• new hearing clarity —witb far
• Here.
sore •ound intensity than before! And
wholly new hearing comfort--millions
eas nosy hear with power turned way
down_ No burring, no hollow sounds.
Batons wets new sdandard of lifelik•
Get free booklet of amitsioe postMAIO
foesngi
adbeetion. Come in.
pione, ow need coupoet
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*ow.,
eemro.d by
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O. A. ROLAND
BOX 727, PADUCAH, KY.
iseitone Bearing Service
Bo: 727, Paducah, Ky.
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Let's remember our Bible PM WADE VISITS AT HOME ing and is doing excellent work.
Ga.. and also Opal and her husing relatives in Chicago, Ill.
ROUTE THREE
lookband from Chicago, Ill., spent study every Thursday at Bible
Pfc. Cecil Lee Wade, USAF of Friends and his family are
Mrs. Erwin Rowland was hon- I
Miss alartha Williams
the Thanksgiving holidays at Union church. Conducted by Bro. Biloxi, Miss., son of Mr. and Mrs. ing forward to seeing him again
ored with a Pink and Blue show- I
Mrs.
Garmen Brundige.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Isbell and home.
Roy Wade of Cayce spent the Christmas. His gradmother,
er Saturday afternoon at the
White will also be able
Auzie Ligons lost a mule last Thaelksgiving holidays at
Mildred
Mr.
and
Cole
B.
sick
W.
Mrs.
Lois,
the
on
is
Wray
Cora
home.
Mrs
home of Mrs. Pauline Carr. Mrs.
family list suffering from high blood week
Cecil, volunteered in June and is to spend the holidays with them.
Alta Rowland and Mrs. Mar- and Mrs. Willie Cole and
supMrs.
box
Everyone
the
enjoyed
and
Mr.
with
Sunday
spent
now
taking
nine
a
pressure.
months
course
garet Carr assisted Mrs. Carr in
Bible Union school, Wed- in radar and electrical engineer- Patronize our Advertisers!
entertaining. Games were play- Andrew Williatns and family.
Despite the bad vveather Sun- per at
Miss Martha Jean Warren and day, Bro. Pat Hardeman preach- nesday night. We are planning to
ed and the ladies present were:
Monplay ground equiument with
Mrs. Alma Arnett, Mrs. Allene Miss Dean Hainley spent
ed to a large audience. The con- buy
Lowry, Mrs. Ambie Seay, Mrs. day night with Miss Naomi Wil- gregations represented were An- the money. Our next program will
a concert presented by the
Ettie Williams, Mrs. Opal Yates, liams.
tioch, Christian Chapel, Hatlers be
mrs. may Hawks, Mrs Lela
Our community was very Chapel and Knob Creek and Pal- Goodman family on Dec. 10.
Carthal Brundige bought his
Bushart, Mrs. Pearl Carr Mrs. much in sorriaw when we heard
grandfather Brundige's home
Idaline Emerson, Mrs. Letha Wit. of the death of Mrs. J. C. ForBobJerry,
Jones,
Mrs.:Horace
son, Mrs. Mary Nell Gassum, ester, who passed avay Siipday by and Jimmy and Mr. James place recently.
Mrs. Helen Coltrarp, Mrs. Ruth morning at the home oh- her Finney spent Thanksgiving in
Several relatives and friends
Strayhorn, Mrs. Cassie Taylor, daughter. We want to extend our Chicago, Ill.
of Mr. and Mrs. Wilford Griffith
famithe
to
sympathy
deepest
mrs. Lela Casey, Mrs. Rubye
Mrs. Carlos Blachard and new Jielped them celebrate their goldCasey and Mrs. Evelyn Melton. ly. She will be missed by her baby were brought home Sun- en wedding anniversity on SunThose sending gifts were Mrs. many friends as she Vas a dear day.
day, Nov. 21.
Loyd Roberts. Mrs. Esta Moore, friend to everyone.
Mrs. Louise Olive and chil- wus:Am4,4,4
Mrs. Caroline Rodgers and Miss
gummf4%;AmogumusimuulguuwmAcuusumuusgAguuus:Acuuuuuuunmusigsguuuftrusgg:u4,u4,t
dren spent Thursday with her 4
Alice Rodgers..
aunt, Mrs. Iness Lowry
V
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Cardwell
Mrs. Willie Lou Brann attendand boys of Fulton were guest
at Old Bethel Sunday.
church
ed
of Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry and
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Butler
Jimmie Sunday afternoon.
has purchased a new electric It
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gossum stove:
were in -Maytteld, MOnday on
Miss Naomi Williams and Miss V
business.
Dean Hainley spent Thanksgiv- V
1VIr. and Mrs. William Hill and ing holidays with Mr. and Mrs.
Randell spent the week end in Bob Robinson in St. Louis, Mo.
at 414 LAKE STREET .. . Has
Mayfield with Mrs. Hill's brothMiss Naomi Williams was honers, Bernie Yates and Willie ored with a surprise birthday
party-Monday night at the home V
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Williams. celebrating her
seventeeth birthday,
Games were played and prizes won by Edna Reeves, Martha
Warren, Dean Tibbs and -Jerry
Foster.
Those present were: Edna
Reeves. Virgil-Yates, Dean Hainley, Glen Alderdice, Martha
Williams, Richard Lowry, Virginia Doarn, Jerry Foster. Dean
Tibbs. Charles Vincent, Martha.
Warren, Charles Yates. Ina Lou
Taylor, Bobby Toods. Wanda Sue
0
Tucker, D. Yates, Robert Waga
and,DOES ask for, if you please! Ties, shirts; sweaters;
goner and the guest of honor.
She received many nice gifts.
pajamas may "'llot seem original—but they're just what he
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson spent 4
wants! Your gift is sure to make a hit if you choose from
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Foster.
a
these nationally-advertised solid standbys at LITTLE'S!
Mrs. Estelle Williams, Miss i
Mrs. Onie
Martha Williams,
GIVE HIM A NEW
Lowry, Mrs. Owen Jackson and
Mrs. Mary Nell Gossum shopped
4.
in Mayfield Wednesday.
Cecil Taylor v,:as called to the s
FAIR-PRICED
Fudden death of his mother,
OVARANTEED..
Mrs. Charlie Taylor who suffered from a heart attack Saturday. We extend our deepest symFulton Paint
V
pathy to the family.
and Glass Co.
and double-breasted styles
210 hurch Phone 909
in solid. stripe and plaid patLATHAM
.GIFT TMS
terns. Smart drape. tailored to
V
AND BIBLE UNION •
lit ar.,1 to please.
:advertised
Nationally
Mrs. Carrie Stow died last
iVENIBLEY, BOT.ANY,
Tuesday night and was buried
S35 and up
ARROW and REGALat New Hope on Wednesday. I v
AIRE in the season's
Hurit Bros. from Bradford was .
figures and
in charge.
.;< :mart stripes,
colors. All resilient conUncle Tom Abernathy died
GIFT' OVERCOATS
,truction;
last Wednesday at his daughters, ;
Mrs. Jim Holt. He was buried at i
prise' HIM on Christmas
Matched
Good Spring Thursday. Bowlin
:?-1
extra-viiarra all-wool
and Riggs in charge of funeral
c:at.
arrangements.
Mrs. Virlie Lochridge had as
S27.50 and up
her guest for the Thanksgiving ,:f
holidays her children, Mr. and 1;4.
Mrs. Bill ,Nanney of Chicago. !;f.
R
and Mr. and Mrs. Clement Hicks
';‘!
of Kentucky.
Lula Jones, children, Neal
r_s,
et
and family from Fort Benning.
, 01!

1

CLOTHING
COMPANY

IT

a man could ask for!

iv

4

HYDE PARK

CURLEE SUIT

Wiftfitettift4PCMCCOCCAMVICWWWV001
Beautiful

THE TRAVELERS'
GIFT CHOICE

ch.( Him .1
Corduroy Jacket
wme. Gieen r Brown.

Yates and family.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Moore fp
.attended the funeral Monday afternoon Of Mrs. Charlie Taylor.
Services were conducted at the V
home, burial at the Dobscn cem- V
etery.
.Mra. Zrank Morris shosped. in i
Fulton Saturday.
1
Mrs. Edith Yates and Mrs. 1
Paulette Hill visited Jimmie Allen Lov,:ry, Monday afternoon.
Jimmie is confined to his home
with flu

im

BUY A
YOU CAN,HOUSEHOLD
OTTER

your budget

ENAMEl/

Full Rayon matched lining,
vent back, leather buttons

FAlvIOUS ACCESSORIES
Nationally -Advertised
Accessories
Pioneer belts and Braces

S16.95 and $18.50
Other Jackets
gabardine
and leather from

S1.50 up

$17.50 to $31.50

Cooper uniierls ear and jockey ,..horts
SWANK jewelry
Sport.men men's toiletries

GIFT ROBES
Rayon,
Suede
Mp.de try Botany and
Courtleigh--

0

0

/es Samsonite

a

STRONG ENOUGH TO STAND ON,
Here's America's most popular luggage. in
matched sets with that luxury look! Beau-

economical! Priced so low your set costs less

tifully fitted, sturdy. and best of all.

than

you'd expect to pay for one piece!

Choose from our complete selection today!
a.

Samsonite Ladies' O'Nite 1/75°

b. Matching Ladies' Wardrobe

RION!
PROVEN

a.i inset-scan WoridAirways

FULTON

RealltikIliAkkatikkX1k

$4 to $960

X
and
you
...
and

GIVE PAJAMAS!
Enro and Truvals

$2.50 up

MUFFLERS
A warm WOOL or SILK

Iron never sow anything like tb• neer
Waterepar Enamel
far lutnitur• and
'roadwork - one mat
hiding --quick drying
- ercellent mar and c•is• in trIrt•y
chin r•iriltanc• — for PRIM beeklor.
beautIkid
decorative
.0eler Droostet
colors.
•^, yea- 11a,..e..

SM.ART GLOVES

MUFFLER is a sure-fire kit

Cape skins. Pix-tex, Pig
Skin, lined and unlined.

S1.50 and up

$2.50 to $6.50

WOVEN, JERKS, and COOP

PHONE 185

rutioN PA!NT &
Pt Le 909

1:_mgths; ribbed, plain,

SIZES 6-12

plaid

other3.

A

;

55c t-) 75c pair

$5.00

CLASS(O.
210 Church

LAS SOX...shorta or regular

Opera style, leather lined,
:land lasted, leather soles.

it

0

- GIFT HOSE
t; .tlonally-advertised INTER-

HOUSE SLIPPERS

HAMM FORNITWE COMPANY
2•3 WALNUT

GIFT SHMTS
White Shirts also stripes
fancy patterns in brands
know and can depend on
Arrow, Enro, Towne
Tru-Val.

$25

Seel You can
pack everything
neatly, quickly, in
the Samsonite
Wardrobe!

S•perline Samsonite. Standard
asassonite prices slightly less.
All prices subleet to ensiling
gazes_

WARM SWEATERS
L'A TALIN A and COOPERS
100 percent all vim] V-neck,
t,rew-neek, sleeveless, long
sleeve, pullover and
coat
ztyles.

d
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Commissioner Gives
Advice To Farmers

doing excellent work.
his family are lookd to seeing him again
His gradmother, Mrs.
hite will also be able
le holidays with them

By Harry E Walters
Commissioner of Agriculture

The Fulfon County News, Fulton, Jentucky
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Rayon,
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It is estimated that each rat
on a farm eats. darnages, and
destroys more than a bushel of
grain a year.
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Give Furniture!
the practical Gift that keeps on giving!
000.-avv.
_
OCCASIONAL ROCKERS

TABLE LAMPS

Beautiful mahogany and walnut •
finishes with the standard 7
dra.wers. A handsome and useful got for years to come. Regular
547.50. Our
Christmas
Special . . .

We have dozens of styles for just that spot
yci. have in mind. Let us show you our
«arrlete selection

3.95

Always in good taste . .. a mirror is one of those gifts you can
rive when you've run out of
ideas and still want to please!
Ovals, oblongs. squares; plain or
decorated edges.

These

beautiful

lamps

come complete with

a

set of three bulbs tinder

VACUUM CLEANERS
Apex or Rotaire
Tank Type
These powerful, convenient machines come complete with the following 12 attachments: convenient
hose and nozzle. 2 extension wands.
crevice nozzle, air filter case, air
filter, carpet and rug nozzle suction
floor brush, round dusting brush,
upholstery nozzle, gas generator
and spray gun

the shade, and a three:

$6995

way (100-200-300 watt)

4.95 t° 25.95

bulb at the top for tailormade indirect
Enamelled

CEDAR CHESTS

lighting.

WASHES
ALL FABRICS

finishes;

your choice of several

Here is a grand lifetime
gift that never fails
to
please! See the massive
"FRANKLIN" in solid cedar inside with beautiful
walnut veneer finish, lock.
full size tray and $250
moth protection
policy:
$64 95. Others.-S59.95,
Sal; 95
. and

w
w
w

styles.

CLEA WER
FASTER
SAFER

12.95

39.50

1

Headquarters
Gift
Ware!
Pyrex
for

a

ROLL-AWAY BEDS

a

ax

14.95 t° 19.95

24.95

7-WAY
FLOOR LAMPS

GRACEFUL MIRRORS

w

I

KNEEHOLE DESKS ,

Good quality walnut or
mahogany-ginIsh
wood.S
ano
smartly-upholstered
tacks and seats; non-sag
spring construction. Choice
cf .many styles.

39.95

N

a
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The Smart Folks Eay:

IN
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Postage Rates To
increase January 1
Effective. January 1. ;949. airmail postage rates will junip
from 5c to 6c; postcards will be
carried by air mail for 4c each:
third-class mail rates will be
increased one-half cent for the
first two ounces: and the bulk
rate for identical pieces under
permit will be increased 2c per
pound, with the present minimum of lc per piece retained.
Parcel post rates will be increased approximately 28 percent.
Book wilyaaarsioilable at 8c for
the first pound and 9c for each
additional pound as compared
for
with the present.rate of
the first pound and 3c for each
Ililditonal pound. Spozial delivery rates will jump from 13c
to 15c. Inflation has hit the postoffice department, too!

fw: :4reg

1

Since' at this time we are
slatting to market another golden crop of tobacco it behoovea
each and every farmer to think
seriously what disposition he
should make of the proceeds of
his last year's labor.
It looks to me at this time
that we will Sell close to 540
million pounds of burley tobace a, and from the best informa1;,.n I have been aible to secure, 4
lbe types of dark tobacco will w
market something like their last
year's poundage at equally as
good if not somewhat higher : 41
prices. When we receive our 10
check for our crops we should at 111
!east keeo a part of it as a back- V
log to be used in the case that in V
the next fe w years the products
of-the - frfrm will nbt sell at the V
present level. .
IV
Now the question is- What
shall we do with the money
that we have cieer arid aUove
our immediate needs?
The first thing that should be
taken -care of if the farmer is
cat rying any indebtedness arainst his present holdings is to
' ouidate his indebtedness by ' 4
..ying off the indebtedness as
soon as possible.
The second use of some of this ,1
money, that I would recominend, would be the purchase of.
more and better sires of ptirebred lines to use in connection
with his present live-stock program.
The third recommendation ie.:the use of some of this, money
to start a soil conservation piu- V
gram dn his farm, ever reverabering that it is necessary to , V
.kee.p his farm built up in a high
state of cultivation that it may V
re .drawn upon for higher pro- V
du:tion in the times of strass V
and also to keep in mind, under his soil cons, rvation pro
gram. that it is necessary tea
him to handle his farm in suer.
a manner that it will be preser.• V
• ed for the use and benefit of 4
posterity.
The fourth 'thing that I woul,!
recommend is that some of th..,
rioney be used for the repair- i
ing and keeping in good shape V
s'ne machinery that in this day
Lod time is absolutely necessary for the operation of an up.c-date farm kind for the re- V
placing of those items that ire V
worn out and to purchase a ledg- V
er for the keeping of farm roc- V
,
After SOMe of this money ia
used in ;the above necessary V
manner mY .recturrmeudation
would be that we invest at least
ten percent of this money in
government securities from the
trocerds of this year's cr'op.•

iur Advertisers!
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New Cbristmes Metter Sot. (239
Contains Pyrex W0 .
4"
Tr..and 1.1BlitY 11-0
Mote"-

Pyrex Ovoewero Glft Set. (295
Today's biggest value. 12 #
pieces, gift-pocked, only-

a

Apex
The only washer with the famous
Spiral Dasher. All purpose
cleansing-gende,safe for handfuls of fine fabrics-thorough,
vigorous for washing full loads
of family clothes. Every new feature. Come in for demonstration.
loot Torsos
Buy on C

a

$149.95
MODEL 3111P
(Pane weal 10,
$10 axes Nap

OTHER WASHERS, $1399"° $15995

Handy for converting the living room into an extra bedroom, or for adding a bed
most anywhere when you need it! Sturdy
steel frame and good cotton mattress.
3-4 Size complete $29.90
Reg. Size complete $31.45

Attention Farmers
P.

a

FLERS

Dead Stock

V
V

Pyrex:A*1er trawl Set.
4 colorful bowls for mixing.$295
baking, serving, storing-

Set. C295
Ovini sod Mari
Colors match Bowl Set 4l
For baking and serving-

VISIT OUR

TOYLAND

REMOVED FREE
a

OOL or SILK
In sanitary Trucks. Phone lbl

! a sure-fire kit

collect, Neal Ward Stock Yds.

and up

4-cop Pyrex Porcelain.
Srews the right amount $245
of good coffee faster--

(395

neltomere Devil* Boiler.
Eosy to see what's cook- #
Irv. 116 quart size

Fulton, Ky. or, 122 Wingo Ex

HOSE

raised INTER-

Mayfield Rendering

S, and COOP-

Company

.rts or regular

I, plain,

plaid

a

'5c pair
10
,
11111PIttltellISMISIOlt

Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.

V111111111111111111111111V

LOOK!OTHER PYREX WARE. FROM
29‘
a incl. Ple Pio%
490
Dish
Coke
Round
490
-Plate
flovor•Sovra ea
9 inch
590
Dish
Colo.
Square

2-94UP

590
Dish
1 Quart Utility
79t
Casserole
Covered
1 °awl
Set_$1.19
ISosel
3-Piece CSear Mining
Floonrware Teopot---61.93
6-Cup

NOW OPEN:

THIS VIAIEEKT3 HIT PARADE
As Surveyed by Billboard
Magazine
G. Maybe You'll
1. Buttons and Bows
Be There
2. On a Slow Boat
to China
7. My Happiness
8. You Were Only
3. A Tree in the
Meadow
Foolin'
4. 1?.th Street Rag
Until
5. My Darling,
10. Hair of Gold;
My Darling
Ey2s of Blue
ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR PECORD PLAYER
Record 'Racks, Extra Albums, Needles. Metal Storage Cahhteta
Hassock-Type Storage Cases (hold 100 records). LISTEN TO OITR
PROGRAM EACH DAY 6:30 to 7; P. M. Over WNGO for the latest
rc cords.
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.4111111MMEIRIBIM=1111111111M11111111•11111M11111111111119.111
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Burley Market Sets
New Opening Record

PRE
tioLioAy

Mrs. Leslie Nugent

Mr. and Mrs-. Robert Watts re;in average price of $49.48 a turned home Sunday after a ter
'
burley
for
paid
was
pounds
100
: day vacation in Louisville and
. tobacco on 14 Kentucky markets Indiana.
went
crop
1948
the
as
y
Monda
DEPARTMENT
Mr. and Mrs. Charlgs Browder
, on sale. the State Department
and Mrs. Opal Brotvder spent
of Agriculture reported.
Mr and Mrs. James
If the present trend continues. Sunday with
Collier
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman
the highest Brown.
be
will
e
averag
the
I
seven
a
of
announce the birth,
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Browder
Linda I for any opening in recorded hispound, fourteen ounce girl,
the ! tory of burley auctions. Last returned to their home in Oak
at
23
er
Novemb
Louise born
was Ridge, Tenn., Saturday after
f,tar's opening avera,ge
Fulton Hospital
spending the holiday' with Mr.
highest on record.
$48.61,
Fuller
m
Mr. and Mrs. Willia
top individual ,day's sales and Mrs. Gus Browder.
The
pound,
six
are the parents of a
ky is $51.66, ' Mrs. Hillman Collier and baby
Peggy I average for Kentuc
the
three ounce daughter,
recorded during last season's auc- were carried home from
;
the
at
23
ber
Sue, born Novein
Fulton Hospital Saturday.
tions.
Jones Clinic.
Thanksgiving dinners guests
the
e. The 14 markets struck
Mr. and Mrs Harry Subtett $49.48 average on the sale of 8,- ! of Mr and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt
a
of
birth
y for $4,- ! were t'aul Pewitt of Tgxas; Mrs.
of Cayce atinounce the
son 338,164 pounds Monda
Kelly Browder, Mrs. Roy Moore.
nine pound, four ounce
80.
Fulton , 126,059.
and daughter, Peggy of Memphis.
born November 25 at the
over
t
Top quality leaf brough
Pewitt, Mr. and Mrs.
Hospital.
up $2 to IThbert
rr $60 a hundredweight,
• Harold Pewitt and son and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. W P. Shellha
United
the
,
. Afternoon guests
announce $3 on the 100 pounds
- Leslie Nugent
of Crutchfield Rout'e 2,
12 States Department of Agricul were Mr. and Mrs. Will Leonard
ment
the birth of a eight pound,
depart
The
d.
28 at ture reporte
and sons of Union City, Rayounce son born November
said incomplete reports indicat- mond Pewitt and Paula Yent.
the Fulton Hospital.
ed Lexington, the largest burley
James Browder left SundaY
ad
Mr. and-Mrs Robert Winste
market, would have an average IM•-Safi JitaR;-Puerto Rio) after
ce
n $49 and $50 a hundred- spending a few days at home.
of Palmersville, Tenn., announ
betwee
one ;
weight. Lexington's opening avthe birth of a nine pound,
Mr. and Mrs. Glyn Bard spent
28 at
erage last season was $49.42.
ounce boy born November
the weekend with her grandl.
the Fulton Hospita
mother, Mrs. Hattie Hurst in St.
RECUPERATING NICELY
Louis, Mo.
Vets' Pensions Must Be
Mac Pewitt left Sunday night
Little Miss Mary Lou Ridd,
Mrs. Rol- for Lexington to reSume his
and
M-S
of
er
Year
daught
n
Withi
For
Applied
and Ridd of Salina. Kansas is studieg after spending the holiApplication for compensations recuperating at the home of rel- day with home folks.
Etngene Bard and Helen King
resulting from the death of an atives after a tonsilectomy perbe
of Boa-Eng Gre6 spent Thanks=
eligible war veteran should
formed at the Haws Hospital.
a
itt horde Add returned
Little Mary Lou is the neice
filed by his dependents within
'
year after his death in order to of Mr. and Mrs. James Fortner Sunday to school.
law
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Capelle of
take ful,I ladvantage of the
a.nd the granddaughter of Mrs.
pertaining to death' benefits,. Ebnice Walker. fler father is New Oileans-,'Ld..'sent ThanksVeterans Administration officials serving with the Army in Eng- giving tvith her Inother.., DIrs. C.
DrySdale. • .
advised today.
land.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard visited
for
applicalion
Although
Um-. and Mrs.,Boyd Browder in
THEFT REPORTED
death compensation or pension
Union City Sunday night.
may be filed anytime after a
E. J. McCollum. who operates
reveteran's death, benefits are
the local Standard Oil bulk plant,
troactive to the date following reported to police that last Tues
the
if
the date of death only
day evening thieves pried the
claim is filed within one year lock from the door out at his offrom that date.
fice, entered the plant and obtained about $150 v,-orth of loot.
VA claims officials point out
a
Stolen articles included
SATURDAY
that if a claim for death comepower Atlas
5-hors
new
brand
exthe
pensation is filed after
410a
Royal outboard motor,
Double Feature
piration of the one-year period,
shotgun and a 38-caliber
benefits are payable from the gauge
RobArt
Lows Stow...es.. i
of
search
in
revolver. Apparently
date the claim is received in a
the thieves caused conmoney,
4
ent
/
6
suffici
'4.egagiV
ng
0()ES
providi
VA office,
le chaos in scattering
supporting evidence is submitted siderab
of
s
content
and
papers
!wimp • HENRY • etithANAN
within a year after the claim is flies,
desk drawers around'the floor.
-made.
plus

CANNtO FOOD
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,THE WAY

RUSTY//Apt

FIRESTONE First Grade

Transport Heavy Duty
700 x 20 10 ply
750 x 20 10 ply

7.69

13.50
16.50
13.35

,

-

. ,- LIFE WITH

llk

10;85
14.45
16.55
18.70

I
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:
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News--Comedy-Carkoon

DOZEN

EVAP MILK

TALL
CANS

l'ET or CARNATION

KIDNEY BEANS

1.69

gc

No. 300
CAN

JOAN OF AR('

1.17

591c

PM ROAST49.

6.69

PORK & BEANS

CAN

STANDARD QUALITY

1.12

57c

GREEN BEANS

CAN

1.59

111c

STANDARD CUT

PORK & BEANS

CAN

of 48

Lb.

39c

Lb.

59.

Lb.

69c

Pint

85c

1-LB. ROLL

‘RMOUR STAR

3.15 BACON
5.69 FRYERS

ase

16 oz.

of 36

4.29 PORK SAUSAGE
( Ilse

No, 2

Lb.

Cut From Butt
Practically Boneless

3.39
U.tse

16 oz.

of 21

PRI.S1111:NT SLICED

1.47

74c

, of 48
CA...

CANIPBELL'S
No. 2

CORN

CAN

1.14 2.22

PRIDE of ILLINOIS Cream Style

SAUER KRAUT

1111 DE'MN

4.33

No. 21/2
CAN

1.65

84c

PAN READY

OYSTERS

ase of 24

1 >116F SE! ECTS

3.22

PEAS

No. 2
CAN

1.17

5irc

m 49.

,

S WON
1.29 -17•Pors

(ow of !-'4

Utm.e of 24

A VONDALE

APPLE SLICES

No. 2 ,
CAN

1,92

911c

No, 2
CAN

CAN

CHERRIES

/89 5.73 22.79 EVAP MILK
1.12 2.16 8.59 MACARONI "

Case 48

No. 1
CAN

CASE, 24

Case of 48

No. 1
CAN
No. 2
CAN

2.88

1.47

,C.ROGER

ot 18

-LIEE

CAN

KROGER TOMATO

Case of 24

CATSUP
STANDARD

ROT.

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

46 oz.

1.48

111c

2.93 BEETS
AVONDALE CUT

Case of 24

CAN

1.1,1 219

249 JUICE
KROGER ORANGE

Case of 12

CASE 48
1-LB. CANS
12 CANS 77c

2.99

6 CANS 39c

1.33 2.59 JUICE

69c

3.39

12 PKGS. 1.7?;

6 PKGS. 89c

5.73 DCG FOOD
L use of 21

No. 2

PKGS.

1.44. 2.76 10.09 SPAGHETTI
(

5.85

TALL CANS
12 CANS $1.49

'.i.ROGER 6 CANS .75

-KROGER RED SOUR PITTED

BLACKEYE PEAS

Lb. 79c

U. S. Good Grade "A"

3.13
Case of 48

TAN DARD

FRUIT COCKTAIL

1.62

I3c

Case of 24
No. 1

count

MACKEREL

Sirloin Steaks

3.79
Case of 21

. . For Pies

14 oz.

FRIDAY - SATURDAY

CASE

Case ol 48

OLD BLACK JOE

IORPHEUM

27c

Kroger 1-Lb. Bag 40aik
SPOTLIGHT

17.50

40.85
54.25

MARGARINE
COFFEE

.STANDARD

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY

73c

Windsor Club
2-Lb. Loaf

KROGER 1-Lb.
Eatmore Ctn.

SAL

Fox News-Cartoon
Catnap Pluto

TECHNICOLOR

Transport Delivery Heavy Duty
600 x 16, 6 ply

SARDINES

`)MSTOCK

(All Prices Plus Tax)

DeLuxe Champion
440-450 x 21-- 4 -ply
650 x 15 4 ply
700 x 15 4 ply
60017'16 6 pisr-

3 19

Cans
$1.68
STANDARD Half Dozen 85c
Dozen Case 48 No. 1.
Cans
S1.98
STANDARD CALiF. Half Dozen $1.02

I., APPLE SAUCE
,. „' A •,
.\
MON

while they last
Studded ground grip
600 x 16- 4 ply
650 x 16- 4 ply .
525-550 x 17 4 ply

. ff'

vONAI

CHEESE FOOD

1.64

CORN

•

SUN-- MON. - TUES.
----..
'ON MI GENOVA

PEAS

K ROGER

Added Cartoon

TIRES REDUCED

Case 24 No. 303
Cans
81.43
School Day No. 4SV Halt Dozen 72c
Dozen Case 24 No 2
Dozen

CASE
12 No. 2' 2 CANS
6 CANS $1.26
CASK 24

2.39
3.36

No,
CANS
12 CANS 61.68
6 CANS 69e
CASE OF 12
46-0Z. CANS
6 CANS S1.32

2.53

EDDIE DEAN

White Side Wall Tires
600 x 16 4 ply
650 x 16 4 ply

14.50
17.70

ROSCO ATES
in

SHADOW VALLEY
Cartoon and Serial
SUNDAY - MONDAY

Standard Tires
525-550 18 4 ply
475-500 19 4 ply
4,ply
650-16
4 ply
600-16

11.10
10.15
12.75
10.50

Tractor, Front Guide Grip
500 x 15 4 ply
550 x 16 4 ply
600 x 16 4 ply

9.90
10.80
11.95

PEGGY CUMMINS
CHAS, COBURN

GREEN GRASS
Of WYOMING
Comedy, Texas Red Head
TUE. - WED. - THURS.
Double Feature
OLIVIA DeHAVILAND
in

ROBIN HOOD
plus
PIIILIP REED
HILLARY BROOKE

LY STORE
HOME AND AUTO SUPPPhon
e 10
412 Lake St

BIG TOWN
SCANDALS

ORANGES, 8 i':gh 33c
___
Top Quality Sweet and Juicy 2 8-Lb. Mesh Bags_

TANGERINES

4

29c

lbs.

FRESH DATES

___ _65c

8 OZ.
PKG.

19c

FRESH SWEET

CARROTS 2 bunches

19c

FRESH TOPAWALITY

FRUIT CAKE INGREDIENTS
10c
Glaze Citron ,3-oz.
10c
Lemon Peel, 3-oz.
Orange Peel, 3-oz.
-4-- 10c
19c
Glaze Cherries, 3-oz.
19c
3-oz.
pple,
Pinea
23c
Dates, Bardo pitted 7-oz. pkg.
27c
6-oz.
pkgs.
Figs, 2
2
15-oz
pkg. 39c
Raisins, Sunmaid,
25c
Shelled Pecans, Lb.

4=0:11=====MSW§

TANIS COUPON WORTH 10c

4 ROLLS OF IMPROVED PROT

POP CORN, 1-1b. cello bag 19c

SIGN THIS COUPON
AND REDEEM IT AT
YOUR RAKER STORE.

SUPER SOFT TISSUE...ONLY 30C COUPON

GI ARANTPkb TO POP

CUSTOMER'S

Worth 10e when
IMPri at time of
purchase described.

NAME

APPLES. 5-1b. mesh bag

APS
'EXTRA FANCY WASH. STATE WINES

49c

ADDRESS
. .....
..
.
.
.
VALID ONLY WHEN CUSTOMER'S NAME
•

Coupon void
after December
31. 1948.
.
. . .
. .
ADDRESS IS FILLED IN
•
•""

